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1. Executive Overview 
 
“As Development and Operations come closer together, new practices arise to 
ease operations for cloud-based applications.” 
 

 
We all have been there before: Development throws their new code over the wall, and Operations has to 
figure out how to deploy, monitor, and manage it. In a traditional IT environment, operations had time to build 
this knowledge. Applications were updated rarely, and once deployed the lifetime of the application could 
span years. As the velocity and speed of change increases, operations teams can become a bottleneck, 
resulting in either a decelerated release or an increase of operational risks. 
 
Continuous Deployment is a key theme in the cloud world, which means that Operations have significant less 
time to build the required knowledge, and the opportunity to apply this knowledge is much shorter. Therefore, 
we need a different approach to management. Instead of Operations figuring out their tasks in isolation, 
Operations works with Development in order to determine how to manage the application. In DevOps, 
developers already took control of one important aspect of operations: Deployment and Release of the 
application. However, there are more things developers should do to ease operations. 
 
As organizations are working on building out a sustainable culture, we recognize the need for some simple 
specific steps to follow to start getting some of the benefits in the short term. To this end, we are introducing a 
new approach to operations which we call Build to Manage. It specifies the practice of activities developers 
can do in order to instrument the application, or provide manageability aspects as part of an application 
release.  
 
The “Build to Manage” approach includes the following aspects: 

- HealthCheck API 
- Log Format and Catalog  
- Deployment correlation 
- Distributed Tracing 
- Topology Information 
- Event Format and Catalog 
- Test Cases and Scripts 
- Monitoring Configuration 
- Runbooks 
- First Failure Data Capture 
- Documentation 

 
For each of these practices, a description is provided in this Point of View document. We also provide a 
three-step implementation approach for each of these practices. Depending on the pain points and business 
priorities, a client may select a subset of these practices and tailor the approach according to his needs. 
 
A deeper discussion with sample code and a prescriptive guidance will be provided in the supporting Github 
page at https://github.com/ibm-cloud-architecture/build-to-manage.  
 
In following these practices, organizations will achieve a more mature operational level. The velocity of 
change is accelerated. At the same time the organizations come closer together as they share a common 
goal of quickly releasing robust functionality meeting desired availability, performance and security targets. 

https://github.com/ibm-cloud-architecture/build-to-manage
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2. Industry Setting and Problem 
 
Software is increasingly at the heart of every industry today and is a key factor for driving differentiators and 
innovations for most companies. In an effort to increase the speed of innovation and agility companies are 
turning away from the traditional vendor supplied monolithic applications and moving towards micro-services 
type topologies. This coupled with a drive towards hosting applications on cloud platforms which favors 
horizontally scaled patterns means that there is a strong shift: from a small number of applications hosted on 
a small number of large servers to a large number of rapidly changing software components hosted in a 
distributed manner. 
 
Tools and techniques for managing monolithic applications are well understood. However tools and 
techniques that are effective in static or slowly changing topologies consisting of a low number of large 
systems are not effective in large dynamic distributed systems. 
 
Coupled with this the traditional organizational structure has been to seperate development and operations 
into independent silos with opposing interests and goals. While the business drivers encourage developers to 
release features and updates to production as fast as possible, operations must recognize the risks 
associated with change. Since an operation teams main measure of success is availability, this will naturally 
create a resistance to change in order to minimize risk. In addition to this the SLA the operations teams are 
driving towards is seen as a minimum goal to achieve with no upper bound. A “perfect” operations team 
would achieve 100% availability, and any change is a risk to that achievement. Letting changes beyond the 
mandated changes “through the net” is at the risk of being a direct cost to the operation teams’ 
achievements. 
 
On the other side, developments success is directly linked to number of changes made. It is generally better 
to make incremental changes with a feedback loop from users between changes, rather than to make one 
large deployment with a collection of changes in the hope that it meets all of the user’s needs. Limiting 
developments ability to experiment and rapidly make incremental changes affects their ability to be 
successful. These opposing goals and success criteria put Development and Operations on a collision course 
and can easily create frustration in the organization. 
 
Some organizations attempt to address this by using a “support your own code” approach, so the same 
individuals are responsible for feature release and its management. This leaves the two opposing goals with 
the same person or team, which now have an intrinsic interest to develop robust code as they will be the 
ones woken up at 2am to fix a production problem. However a major drawback of this approach is that the 
skill set and personality types that makes good operations people and developers are very different. It may 
therefore not be feasible for most organizations to find sufficient amounts of candidates with the broad skill 
set, experience and personality types required to succeed with this approach. 
 
The DevOps movement has attempted to solve this instead by promoting a culture of empathy. This is 
commonly done by creating teams with a broad mix of skills where the team share the same goals of feature 
releases and availability. Each team member will be able to use their unique skill sets to drive the team 
towards an overall success. Using a collaborative approach it will be possible for team members to share 
their domain expertise to solve or ease problems in other team members’ domains. For example through 
getting a deep understanding of the major pain points encountered when operating a particular software in 
production, development teams can include features which eases and aids the job for operation teams. 
Similarly the knowledge and skills attained by skilled operation team members will help the developer create 
more robust software that has the ability to respond to external conditions through automatic scaling, 
automatic healing, etc.  
 
Also in aid of this it is becoming increasingly popular to introduce an Error Budget, recognizing that 100% 
availability is not a good target to strive for as it leads to over-caution, and slowing down the introduction of 
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new features which delivers business value.  Very similar to a financial budget, the DevOps team can spend 
their error budget in any way they like. If the product is currently running flawlessly, with few or no errors, they 
can launch whatever they want, whenever they want. Conversely, if they have met or exceeded the error 
budget and are operating at or below the defined SLA, all launches are frozen until they reduce the number of 
errors to a level that allows the launch to proceed. 

2.1 Existing DevOps Practices 

The adoption of the DevOps culture has created a number of well documented patterns that are particularly 
useful when creating cloud native, micro-services based architectures. They generally aim to solve some of 
the unique challenges which are introduced when moving to a distributed compute model, and can be seen 
reflected in opinionated frameworks such as Spring (Java) and Cloud Foundry (PaaS) 
 
DevOps is a technique that combines the processes of dynamically creating applications in concert with the 
processing of deploying and running those applications. While the topic of continued deployment and 
continued integration is well understood, DevOps also includes aspects to ensure operational excellence 
which are commonly not given enough emphasis: 
 

• Continuously monitor application status and performance 

• Ensure high availability and fast recovery 

• Leverage log data to expedite problem identification and resolution 

• Shift operational practices to the front of the development cycle to improve reliability 

• Cope with the consequence of rapid release cycles 
 
The following development practices ease operations tasks by incorporating aspects like Resiliency in the 
application architecture.  
 

• The Circuit Breaker pattern 
In a cloud application with many interdependent micro-services, use of the Circuit Breaker pattern 
ensures that a single failure does not take down an entire service or system of interconnected 
services. 
 

• Auto-scaling applications 
Use auto-scaling for your applications to ensure that enough resources are available at peak times 
and to save costs by reducing the allocated resources during times of low usage. 
 

• Automated monitoring 
Automated monitoring is the most reliable way to ensure high availability of your applications and 
reduce downtime. In an effort to guarantee availability, application owners build or purchase 
monitoring tools that measure application response time and results regularly from around the globe.  
 

• Fast recovery 
Continuous availability requires a new approach to how applications are developed and deployed. 
You can use techniques to manage non-disruptive change, such as Blue/Green-Deployment and the 
ability of either roll back or roll forward. 
 

• Resiliency 
Resiliency is the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties. Techniques like redundancy and fault-
tolerance through circuit-breaker help to build resilient services. Traditionally, test scenarios are 
based on typical product usage patterns, but to expose software flaws, you also have to gracefully 
handle unstable or unpredictable hardware and test the solution's resiliency to failures. 
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• Chaotic Testing 
Continuously improve stability and recovery time of your production environment by injecting ongoing 
random failures. Instead of spending several days running perfectly orchestrated tests where the 
infrastructure is expected to be flawless, software development teams should spend that time trying 
to break the system. 
 

• High Availability 
To maintain high availability, the Bluemix Garage Method team practices development, monitoring, 
and operations techniques for high availability. 
 

• Operations Automation 
Operations is a costly business. Automation enables you to reduce costs and focus your valuable 
staff on higher value tasks. At the same time, a higher level of consistency is achieved through 
increased level of automation. 

 
Further information on these Practices can be found at the IBM Garage Method for Cloud website 
https://www.ibm.com/cloud/garage/practices/develop 
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3. Why do we need Operational Practices? 
While it will benefit most organizations to let their team structure be inspired by the DevOps movement, 
organizational culture changes takes time to mature. However with the ever increasing pressure for rapid 
change and increasing importance of stability and availability as businesses go digital, the level of frustration 
in the organizations are increasing. 
 
Current DevOps approaches enable more robust applications, however there is still the risk of something not 
working as expected. Given typical SLA requirements, operations need to quickly identify and resolve these 
issues. The expectations of an always-on application – an application that is available 24x7x365 - in the cloud 
impose this need even further, while the velocity and rate of change is increasing. As opposed to the 
approach of traditional applications, Operations doesn’t have the luxury of time to build operational 
knowledge.  
 
The applications need to bring instrumentation and operational knowledge with them as they are deployed. 
Following the DevOps paradigm, Developers must build manageable applications that can be on-boarded 
and managed quickly. 
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4. Build to Manage 
As organizations are working on building out a sustainable culture, we recognize the need for some simple 
specific steps to follow to start getting some of the benefits in the short term. To this end, we are introducing a 
new approach to operations which we call Build to Manage. It specifies the practice of activities developers 
can do in order to instrument the application, or provide manageability aspects as part of an application 
release. 

Application / 
Micro Service

(Managed entity)

manageability management

Management Tool

Health API

Runbook

Events

Logs

Component of the Management Stack

Application-specific Management Instrumentation

Management 
System

Manageability defines how 
managed entities communicate 
with management functions

. . . 

 
 
We recognize that most modern enterprises will have a mixed environment with at least one legacy 
monolithic application and one or more micro-services. Some of the approaches outlined will be specifically 
suitable for one or the other, and indeed some things that are appropriate for monolithic applications may be 
an anti-pattern for micro-services architectures. 
 
 
For some of these activities, we provide implementation stubs to be leveraged. 
 

 
A collection of samples to discuss and showcase various Build to Manage practices can be found at the 
CASE GitHub page at  
   https://github.com/ibm-cloud-architecture/build-to-manage 
 

 
 
We recommend a step-wise implementation of these activities, to demonstrate quickly value and validate the 
hypothesis of each of these Build to Manage practices as being effective in improving the operational 
experience. Rather than aiming for complete implementation of the Build to Manage approach, we break 
each aspect into smaller deliverables. Following the IBM Design Thinking methodology 
(https://www.ibm.com/design/thinking/), we call these steps cupcake, birthday cake and wedding cake. For 
instance, the initial step - the “cupcake” - is the minimum viable product demonstrating value of the approach. 
You may see the Build to Manage approaches outlined here as the Cupcake step to the Wedding Cake that 
is a fully matured DevOps culture. 
 

https://github.com/ibm-cloud-architecture/build-to-manage
https://www.ibm.com/design/thinking/
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4.1 HealthCheck API 

 
With the advent of cloud computing and DevOps practices, monolithic applications are being broken into 
individual components and microservices. The proliferation of these services imposes a new challenge to the 
operations team: How to monitor the health of these services in scalable and consistent ways? 
 
One of the recommended activities defined in the Build to Manage approach is the instrumentation of the 
code to implement health-check APIs endpoints. Health checks combined with proper logging, monitoring, 
and other Build to Manage practices enable faster recovery and higher resilience applications.  
 
Once the code is instrumented, native cloud environments capabilities and/or external monitoring tools can 
be configured to periodically probe these health endpoints:  

• Cloud Environment (e.g. Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry) can be configured to poll health endpoints 
periodically to determine whether a service instance is responsive and whether the service instance 
is ready to accept traffic. 

• External monitoring tools can be used for proactively alerting in case of detection of unhealthy status 
and/or for calculating health and availability statistics and KPIs.  

. 
 
Below is an example of the output of a call to the HealthCheck API of a microservice: 

 

Writing health-check endpoints 

 
A health-check API endpoint to a RESTful (micro) service allows a quick, standardized method to validate the 
status of a component and all its dependencies. As a (micro) service has a relatively small and clearly 
defined scope, the component owner/developer is well positioned to understand all the dependencies and 
how to best validate their availability and ability to handle requests.  
 
Few things to consider when writing a health check endpoint:  
 

• Depending on the deemed state of the dependencies, an appropriate HTTP return code and JSON 
object is returned. Mostly commonly: 

o Healthy (2xx codes) – {"status": "pass"} (or ok or up) 
o Healthy with concerns (3xx codes) - {"status": "warn"} 
o Unhealthy (4xx-5xx codes) – {"status": "fail"} (or error or down)  

• The response should be explicitly defined as non-cachable to avoid any incorrect status being 
returned by introduction of caching network equipment or similar.  

• Also note that checking on dependencies does NOT mean calling the health check endpoint(s) of 
downstream services as they should already being monitored on their own. Instead, consider 
verifying the health of the existing references your application has to downstream services: this might 
be a JMS connection to WebSphere MQ, or an initialized Kafka consumer or producer. If you do 
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check the viability of internal references to downstream services, cache the result to minimize the 
impact health checking has on your application. 

• There are a number of libraries available for popular programming languages (e.g. Node.js, Java, 
Go, Python and others) that provide a framework for implementing health-checks such as cloud-
health-connect from CloudNativeJS, MicroProfile Health from OpenLiberty and many others. 

• Health check endpoints should be protected from public access to prevent exposing your service to 
potential malicious attack. One thing to take in consideration when choosing a monitoring tool and 
framework is that not all them can be configured to include credentials with the health verification 
request. Few of the popular ones that can: IBM Cloud Availability Monitoring, New Relic, Pingdom, 
Datadog and others. 

  
As an example, consider a microservice responsible for retrieving user information from a database. The 
simplest form of a health-check API would be to return an HTTP response of 200 (OK) denoting that your 
service is responding to network requests: 
 

Route.add('/api/v1/healthcheck', Method='GET') { 

    headers={'http_status': 200, 'cache-control': 'no-cache'} 

    body={'status': 'pass'} 

       
For a better understanding of the health of the service, a better approach would be to check on its 
dependencies. To expand on the previous example, the main dependency would be the database where the 
user entries are stored. In pseudo-code a health-check API may look like this: 
 

Route.add('/api/v1/healthcheck', Method='GET') { 

    If (userdb.connect() == "Successful") { 

        headers={'http_status': 200, 'cache-control': 'no-cache'} 

        body={'status': 'pass'} 

    Else { 

         headers={'http_status':500, 'cache-control': 'no-cache'} 

         body={'status': 'fail'} 

       
In certain cases, the microservice may have fall-back mechanisms in place to deal with failures in the primary 
data store. This may include slower, less frequently updated tiers of storage, cached results and similar. It 
can be beneficial to expose this via an alternate response code, for example 203 “Non-Authoritative 
Information”. 
 

Route.add('/api/v2/healthcheck', Method='GET') { 

    If (userdb.connect() == "Successful")  

        headers={'http_status': 200, 'cache-control': 'no-cache'} 

        body={'status': 'pass'} 

        return(headers, body) 

    Elseif (backupdb.connect() == “Successful”)  

        headers={'http_status': 303, 'cache-control': 'no-cache'} 

        body={'status': 'warn - backup-storage available'} 

        return(headers, body) 

    Else 

        headers={'http_status':500, 'cache-control': 'no-cache'} 

        body={'status': 'fail'} 

        return(headers, body) 
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Cloud environments native resilience capabilities  

 
One of the many benefits of using cloud environments like Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry is their native 
ability to manage and maintain containers running in a cluster. By configuring health probes to return 
diagnostics on a containerized service, Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry can react appropriately, increasing 
your application’s overall resilience and availability.  
 
 
Both Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry support three types of probes: 1) running a command inside a 
container, 2) making an HTTP request against a container, or 3) opening a TCP socket against a container. 
 
Both Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry do not provide direct support for protected health check endpoints. 
There are some workarounds such as running a probe command instead of an HTTP probe.  
 
Health Checks in Cloud Foundry  
 
In Cloud Foundry, the health check runs on a non-configurable 2 seconds interval until a response time 
indicates the application instance is healthy or until the health check timeout elapses. Subsequent health 
checks run on a non-configurable 30 seconds interval. When a health check fails, Diego stops and deletes 
the unhealthy instance, and re-schedules a new one to be created.  
 
Health Checks in Kubernetes  
 
Kubernetes implements two types of health checks that can used in conjunction:  
 

• Liveness probes are used to determine if the pod (where the container runs) needs to be replaced. If 
your service’s liveness probe start failing, Kubernetes removes the pod and starts a new one to 
replace it. 

• Readiness probes are used to determine if the container is ready to handle requests. Kubernetes 
does not route work to a container with a failing readiness probe (but does not remove it). A 
readiness probe can fail if a service is not finished initializing, or is otherwise busy, overloaded, or 
unable to process requests. As Kubernetes gains more insight into a pod’s health status, it makes 
intelligent decisions about traffic-routing and load balancing. 

 
A Kubernetes probe has a number of configuration parameters to control its behavior. Key ones are: 

• periodSeconds - how often to execute the probe  

• initialDelaySeconds - how long to wait after starting the container to initiate the probe  

• timeoutSeconds - number of seconds after which the probe is considered failed  

• failureThreshold - how many times the probe can fail before giving up on the container. Where for a 
liveness probe, giving up means the pod will be restarted. For a readiness probe, giving up means 
not routing traffic to the pod, but the pod is not restarted.  

 
It is important to understand these parameter options and their impact. General guidance: 

• Unless you have a very simple service that does minimum processing at startup time and has no 
downstream dependencies, specify a readiness probe that checks an endpoint specific to readiness 
that is different from the liveness probe. 

• Use the readiness probe to check dependencies to downstream services and to check initialization 
tasks were complete successfully; and a less expensive liveness probe just to check if the service is 
responsive. 

• If your readiness probe checks for dependencies that are exclusive to your service – like database 
connection, private cache - you might have more control over a consistent response time for the 
exclusive dependency. However, when checking on shared dependencies – like 
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authentication/authorization service, message, storage services - you might want to account for 
temporary increases on load, network congestion or other factors that could temporarily impact the 
response time. In this scenario, you might consider setting the readiness probe timeout to longer than 
the maximum response time observed for that dependency and/or increase number of consecutive 
failures allowed before giving up on the container. The goal is to avoid failing the probe prematurely 
(which could fail for all instances of your service at the same time; and potentially also for other 
services relying on the same shared dependency), allowing the response time for the shared 
dependency to return to the average range. 

• Revisit the probe parameters and health-check endpoint implementation whenever additional 
downstream dependencies are added, changes to network topology required, load averages and 
other factors that impact your service. 

 
 
Liveness probes can be a powerful way to recover from application failures, but they should be used with 
caution. Liveness probes must be configured carefully to ensure that they truly indicate unrecoverable 
application failure, for example a deadlock. A common pattern for liveness probes is to use the same low-cost 
HTTP endpoint as for readiness probes, but with a higher failureThreshold. This ensures that the pod is 
observed as not-ready for some period of time before it is hard killed. 
 
Incorrect configuration of liveness probes can lead to cascading failures. For example, killing the pod when it 
has high load, as opposed to being crashed, can lead to failed client requests or traffic being shifted onto 
other pods in the same deployment or service, thereby overloading them. 
 
Understand the difference between readiness and liveness probes and when to apply them for your app. 
 
 

Synthetic Monitoring of Health-Check endpoints 

 
Most of the commercial and many open source monitoring solutions include http probing feature such as IBM 
Cloud Availability Monitoring, New Relic, Pingdom, Datadog and others. 
 
If your application is already running on cloud environments like Kubernetes or Cloud Foundry and you 
already have configured health probes to monitor and restore state of your application components, do you 
still need to plan to configure synthetic monitoring of health-check endpoints? 
 
The answer is yes. Here are some reasons why: 

• Kubernetes or Cloud Foundry health probes are focused on ensuring the running containers are 
healthy and making intelligent decisions about traffic-routing and load balancing. You still want to 
consider calculating metrics on overall availability, variability (geo and low/high traffic periods), 
deterioration and other KPIs. 

• Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry are only checking on the status code being returned by the health 
check probes. The additional useful information you might have captured in the response body is not 
being evaluated. 

• It also possible that the probs are failing and the pods are in a continuous starting-crash loop. You 
want to be notified if that is happening.  

• Restarting a container may improve service reliability and availability, but it could potentially mask 
issues. It is important, for instance, to monitor how frequently containers are being restarted, in order 
to ultimately resolve underlying issues 

• It is useful to run health checks from different on-premises or hosted locations to measure and 
compare response times. Ideally, you want to monitor applications from locations that are close to 
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customers to get an accurate view of the performance from each location. It also can be helpful to 
decide on the deployment location (or locations) for the application. 

• In additional to running synthetic testing to inform on uptime, it is also useful to run synthetic testing 
to gather and alert on performance of critical business transactions and most common navigations 
paths (see Automate Application Monitoring).  

 
 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 
Cupcake : A simple up / down check 
Birthday cake : A more quantitative result, paired with a deeper testing of functionality. 

Differentiating between liveness and readiness. 
Wedding cake : Automatic checking of any depending interfaces as part of the health check. 

   
 
Further Reading 

• Liveness and Readiness Probes in Kubernetes https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-
container/configure-liveness-readiness-probes/  

• Kubernetes Liveness and Readiness Probes: How to Avoid Shooting Yourself in the Foot 
https://blog.colinbreck.com/kubernetes-liveness-and-readiness-probes-how-to-avoid-shooting-
yourself-in-the-foot/ 

• Utilizing Kubernetes Liveness and Readiness Probes to Automatically Recover From Failure 
https://medium.com/spire-labs/utilizing-kubernetes-liveness-and-readiness-probes-to-automatically-
recover-from-failure-2fe0314f2b2e 

• Implement health check APIs for microservices 
https://www.ibm.com/cloud/garage/practices/manage/health-check-apis  

• Kubernetes Readiness & Liveliness Probes — Best Practices 
https://medium.com/metrosystemsro/kubernetes-readiness-liveliness-probes-best-practices-
86c3cd9f0b4a  

• Kubernetes and Containers Best Practices - Health Probes 
https://www.magalix.com/blog/kubernetes-and-containers-best-practices-health-probes 

 
The following documents provide a practical example of creating liveness and readiness probe endpoint for:   

• Node.js - https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/node?topic=nodejs-node-healthcheck  

• Spring Boot - https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/java?topic=java-spring-healthcheck  

• Microprofile and Jakarta EE - https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/java?topic=java-jaxrs-healthcheck 
 
 
Popular frameworks (not intended as an exhaust list) 

• Node.js: 
https://github.com/CloudNativeJS/cloud-health-connect 
https://github.com/broadly/node-healthchecks 
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/node?topic=nodejs-node-healthcheck 

• Java 
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEQTP_liberty/com.ibm.websphere.wlp.doc/ae/t
wlp_microprofile_healthcheck.html 
https://openliberty.io/guides/microprofile-health.html 
https://github.com/OpenLiberty/guide-microprofile-health 
https://github.com/strengthened/prometheus-healthchecks 

• Go: 
https://github.com/dimiro1/health 
https://github.com/etherlabsio/healthcheck 
https://github.com/heptiolabs/healthcheck 

https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-container/configure-liveness-readiness-probes/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-container/configure-liveness-readiness-probes/
https://blog.colinbreck.com/kubernetes-liveness-and-readiness-probes-how-to-avoid-shooting-yourself-in-the-foot/
https://blog.colinbreck.com/kubernetes-liveness-and-readiness-probes-how-to-avoid-shooting-yourself-in-the-foot/
https://medium.com/spire-labs/utilizing-kubernetes-liveness-and-readiness-probes-to-automatically-recover-from-failure-2fe0314f2b2e
https://medium.com/spire-labs/utilizing-kubernetes-liveness-and-readiness-probes-to-automatically-recover-from-failure-2fe0314f2b2e
https://www.ibm.com/cloud/garage/practices/manage/health-check-apis
https://medium.com/metrosystemsro/kubernetes-readiness-liveliness-probes-best-practices-86c3cd9f0b4a
https://medium.com/metrosystemsro/kubernetes-readiness-liveliness-probes-best-practices-86c3cd9f0b4a
https://www.magalix.com/blog/kubernetes-and-containers-best-practices-health-probes
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/node?topic=nodejs-node-healthcheck
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/java?topic=java-spring-healthcheck
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/java?topic=java-jaxrs-healthcheck
https://github.com/CloudNativeJS/cloud-health-connect
https://github.com/broadly/node-healthchecks
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/node?topic=nodejs-node-healthcheck
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEQTP_liberty/com.ibm.websphere.wlp.doc/ae/twlp_microprofile_healthcheck.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEQTP_liberty/com.ibm.websphere.wlp.doc/ae/twlp_microprofile_healthcheck.html
https://openliberty.io/guides/microprofile-health.html
https://github.com/OpenLiberty/guide-microprofile-health
https://github.com/strengthened/prometheus-healthchecks
https://github.com/dimiro1/health
https://github.com/etherlabsio/healthcheck
https://github.com/heptiolabs/healthcheck
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• Python: 
Basic Python examples https://github.com/ibm-cloud-architecture/build-to-
manage/blob/master/HealthCheckAPIs/python 
Runscope Python HealthCheck example https://github.com/Runscope/healthcheck  

 
  

https://github.com/ibm-cloud-architecture/build-to-manage/blob/master/HealthCheckAPIs/python
https://github.com/ibm-cloud-architecture/build-to-manage/blob/master/HealthCheckAPIs/python
https://github.com/Runscope/healthcheck
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4.2 Log Format and Catalog 

 
Writing well-formed log messages is an established programming practice to capture relevant and consistent 
information at runtime. The increasing adoption of agile practices, micro-services and hybrid cloud 
architectures - smaller teams working on decoupled application components to be deployed and managed in 
hybrid environments - make the adoption of consistent logging practices more challenging and its need; more 
critical than ever. 
 
The Build to Manage approach recommends the adoption of complimentary practices that together provide 
visibility into the behavior of micro-services applications: logging format, catalog and aggregation (discussed 
here), distribute tracing, monitoring and topology information. Although complimentary, good logging 
standards is foundational for the effectiveness of the other practices mentioned. If you need to prioritize, start 
with defining and adopting logging standards across development teams. 
 
An application component in production should have both logging and monitoring. Monitoring provides a real-
time and historical view on the system and application components state and alerts you in case a situation is 
met. In most cases, a monitoring alert is simply a trigger for you to start an investigation. Monitoring shows 
the symptoms of problems. Logs provide details and state on individual transactions, so you can fully 
understand the cause of problems. Distributed tracing and topology information helps to understand the 
dependencies and flows across individual application components and microservices. 
 
Logs provide visibility into the behavior of a running application component and microservice, they are one of 
the most fundamental tools for debugging and finding issues within your application. If structured correctly, 
logs can contain a wealth of information about a specific event. Logs can tell us not only when the event took 
place, but also provide us with details as to the root cause. Therefore, it is important that the log entries are 
readable to humans and machines.  
 
As the individual application components might be deployed to multiple clouds (on-premise and/or different 
vendors) and multiple infrastructure technologies (VMs, container and/or bare metal), it is important to 
aggregate the logs generated by the many parts into a single logging solution. According to the 12-factor 
application guidelines (https://12factor.net/), logs are the stream of aggregated, time-ordered events. A 
twelve-factor application never concerns itself with routing or storage of its output stream. It should not 
attempt to write to or manage logfiles. Instead, each running process writes its event stream, unbuffered, to 
stdout. If you deviate from these guidelines, make sure that you address the operational needs for logfiles, 
such as logging to local files and applying log rotation policies. 
 

Consumers of Logs 

Logs are consumed throughout the lifecycle of an application by a number of different user roles:  
 
For developers 
Developers need the ability to find problems in their applications both during and after the application has 
been deployed.  Debugging and logging tools help here but log messages can still be helpful in localizing the 
problem. If regular logs are not enough, many applications can also provide debug logs with different 
switches which provide a lot more detailed information about what the application is doing. 
 
For operations support team 
Operators, system administrators oversee many applications (and the infrastructure / platform they run on) 
and make sure that they are running as smoothly as possible. They check the logs to see if everything is 
working as expected. Any previously unseen message is suspicious and needs attention, just as messages 
about overheating hard drives, dropped packages or logins outside of normal working hours. 
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For security team 
Many organizations have people dedicated to IT security. They also look at the logs and analyze them from 
many aspects, key among them being for audit and compliance purposes. Their reports range from 
authentication through resource access to malware activity which help them to recognize security problems 
and respond to them.  Also mandates like HIPAA, PCI, ISO, GDPR, etc. place huge requirements around 
how these logs are managed and maintained. 

Log Format 

The decision on what to log depends on logging goals for the application. Typical logging objective is 
troubleshooting, but logs can also be generated for other purposes like alerting or business intelligence.  
 
Never log too much, never log too little. Too much log and it will become hard to get any value from it. Too 
little logging and you risk to not be able to troubleshoot and/or alert on problems. Unfortunately, there is no 
magic rule to know what to log. The information that follows provide some general guidance for consideration 
when defining a log strategy: 
 
Each log entry needs to include sufficient information for the intended subsequent monitoring and analysis. It 
could be full content data but is more likely to be an extract or just summary properties. Log entry format 
should be standardized. The more standardized, the easier it is to parse and subsequently alert and/or 
analyze them.  
 

Information to capture 

 
Each and every application component should consistently record "when, where, who and what" for each log 
entry. A set of common properties should be logged consistently across all application component logs. 
Additional properties should also be considered depending on the architecture, class of application 
component and host system/device. Common properties often include the following: 
 

• When 
o Log date and time (international format) 
o Event date and time - the event time stamp may be different to the time of logging e.g. server 

logging where the client application is hosted on remote device that is only periodically or 
intermittently online 

• Where 
o Application identifier (e.g. name and version) 
o Application address (e.g. cluster/host name or server IPv4 or IPv6 address and port number, 

workstation identity, local device identifier) 
o Service (e.g. name and protocol) 
o Geolocation 
o Window/form/page (e.g. entry point URL and HTTP method for a web application, dialogue box 

name) 
o Code location (e.g. script name, module name) 

• Who (human or machine user) 
o Source address (e.g. user's device/machine identifier, user's IP address, cell/RF tower ID, mobile 

telephone number) 
o User identity - if authenticated or otherwise known (e.g. user database table primary key value, 

username, license number) 
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o Transaction identifiers to track flow of distributed transactions across composite applications, 
middleware and microservices. (Refer to distributed tracing). The transaction identifier should be 
generated on an entry point and passed thru the chain of . 

• What 
o Type of event 
o Severity of event  
o Security relevant event flag (if the logs contain non-security event data too) 
o Description 

 
 
 
Unique Message Identifiers 
 
Reading and parsing a variety of log entries and a multitude of logfiles of a distributed environment can be 
made easier by including unique identifiers (UID) in each log line. Example:  
 

messageid=ANE4290E message="Only one virtual machine can be selected for 

restore." 

messageid=ANE4291E message="Virtual Machine could not be found on VMware server. 

" 

 
In the example above, the following message format to generate UIDs was used: 

• A three-letter prefix. Messages have different prefixes to help identify the application / application 
component that issues the message. Typically, all messages for a component have the same prefix. - 

• A unique numeric message identifier. 

• A one-letter severity code. The following codes indicate the severity of the action that generated the 
message 
 
Code Severity Meaning 

Code Severity Meaning 

S Severe The product or a product function cannot continue. User response is 
required. 

E Error An error is encountered during processing. Processing might stop. User 
response might be required. 

W Warning Processing continues, but problems might occur later as a result of the 
warning. 

I Information Processing continues. User response is not necessary. 

D Debug Processing continues. Detailed debug information. 
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Logging aggregation solutions (e.g. ELK, LogDNA, Splunk and others) can be configured to parse the UID 
and quickly catch, alert and/or generate metrics on log entries based on application component, log level and 
other criteria based on the information being logged. 
 
 
Timestamp format 
 
Timestamp should include the time zone information and be precise down to milliseconds. As a 
recommendation, consider the ISO8601 and ISO3399 compliant format:  
 

yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSXXX 

 
Example:  
2017-02-16T20:22:28.000+00:00 

 
 
Log Level 
 
Developers should not log everything at the same log level. Developers should have a common 
understanding on what each level is for and developers should agree to include logging level information on 
every log entry. This will help avoid situations in which the same log message is assigned the same severity 
or where critical events go unnoticed because of the wrong severity assigned to it. 
 
Most of the logging frameworks like log4j include log level feature.  
  
Log level can be included as a separate field in the log entry (for example level=error for KVP format or 

"level": "error" for JSON format)or be a part of unique message id as explained in the “Unique 

message identifiers” section. 
 
The following hierarchy should be followed between log levels:  

https://www.tutorialspoint.com/log4j/log4j_logging_levels.htm
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Debug < Information < Warning < Error < Severe  
This allows easy configuration of logging granularity. For example, setting log level at “Warning” will include 
log entries at Warning, Error and Severe levels.  

 

Ideally this log level should be set from outside thru the use of a configuration file, like in the case of log4j or 
be configurable on the fly, without having the need to change the source code.  
 
When setting the configuration files for different environments, you might consider: 

- Production and testing environment used for performance testing - Every level is enabled with the 
exception of debug.  

- Development and other lower level testing environment - While developing new code or trying to 
reproduce a higher-level environment issue, enable all levels. 

 

Message Format 

 
Adopting a well-known format helps to structure logs. Structuring, in turn, helps both machines and humans 
read the data more efficiently. In this context, the most commonly used formatting methods are JSON and 
KVPs (key=value pairs). Defined fields will help to categorize and identify the source of log event.  
 
As a general recommendation, consider JSON as the message format. 
 
Example JSON log event: 

{ 

  "@timestamp": "2018-06-13T08:34:19.058888+00:00", 

  "level": "error", 

  "message": "connection refused", 

  "msgid": "ANE4292E", 

  "service": "listener", 

  "thread": "125", 

  "txid": "9283749873298",   

  "customerid": "776622", 

  "ip": "34.124.233.12", 

  "queryid": "45" 

} 

 

Example KVP: 

2018-06-13T08:34:19.058888+00:00 level=error message="connection refused" 

msgid="ANE4292E" service="listener" thread=125 txid=9283749873298 

customerid=776622 ip=34.124.233.12 queryid=45 

 

Information to exclude 

 
Not all data should be logged unless it is legally sanctioned. There are cases like intercepting 
communications, monitoring employees, and collecting certain data without consent may be considered 
illegal. Especially, GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation), that has recently come into effect in Europe, 
places a lot of restrictions on how personal information can be used and accessed.  
 
The following type of information should not be recorded directly in the logs, but instead should be removed, 
masked, sanitized, hashed or encrypted: 
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• Application source code 

• Session identification values (replace with a hashed value if needed to track session specific 
events) 

• Access tokens 

• Authentication passwords 

• Database or other service connection strings 

• Encryption keys and other master secrets 

• Sensitive personal data and some forms of personally identifiable information (PII) e.g. health, 
government identifiers, vulnerable people 

• Bank account, payment card holder data or any other information that violates Payment Card 
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) security standards 

• Data of a higher security classification than the logging system is allowed to store 

• Commercially-sensitive information 

• Information a user has opted out of collection, or not consented to, e.g. use of do not track. 
 
If there is a need to track a particular user for any purpose, de-identification techniques like deletion, 
scrambling or anonymization should be utilized for direct and indirect identifiers where the individual's 
identity is not required, or the risk is considered too great.  

 

Further best practices 

1. Keep multi-line events to a minimum. 
2. Add the exact method name / line number to the error message. This makes it much easier to jump 

into the code to find the issue (http://stackoverflow.com/questions/533048/extend-standard-python-
logging-to-include-the-line-number-where-a-log-method-wa) 

3. Conditional Verbosity with temporary Log Queues. When errors occur, the log should contain a lot of 
detail. A good way to solve this problem is to create temporary, in-memory log queues. Throughout 
processing of a transaction, append verbose details about each step to the queue. If the transaction 
completes successfully, discard the queue and log a summary. If an error is encountered, log the 
content of the entire queue and the error. This technique is especially useful for test logging of 
system interactions. 

Log Catalog 

 

As development teams consistently adopt the logging standards defined, you want to consider tracking the 
unique message identifiers (UIDs) that you have created in a log catalog. This catalog lists all potential UIDs 
that your application could emit, plus an explanation with more details on the symptoms and potential root-
causes of this log entry being generated. Ideally, you would also specify additional guidance on what action 
one could take to resolve the issue.  
 
This catalog can be used by the DevOps team to configure Logfile Parsers to detect entries and alert upon 
them. They use the expert advice in this catalog to triage the problem and to resolve the problem. 

Adhering to Standards 

 
Defining and agreeing on a standard are only the initial steps. It is still necessary to continuously verify that 
appropriate level of log entries is begin written to the code and that the format and other agreed standards 
are being followed.  
 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/533048/extend-standard-python-logging-to-include-the-line-number-where-a-log-method-wa
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/533048/extend-standard-python-logging-to-include-the-line-number-where-a-log-method-wa
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Effective ways to promote adherence are: 

• Adopting a common logging framework to be used by all development teams; 

• Code reviews; 

• Scan code for quantity and levels of log statements; Run scan from your CI/CD pipeline. You might 
write your own scan utility or adopt tools such as SonarQube  

 

Logging Frameworks 

There are a number of frameworks for common languages (e.g. Java, Node.js and others) that can be used 
to makes progress toward standardization. You might also consider extending these frameworks to further 
enforce the standards you have defined. When selecting a framework consider these capabilities: 

• It supports internationalization. 

• Logging behavior can be set at runtime using a configuration file.  

• It uses multiple levels, namely ALL, TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR and FATAL.  

• The format of the log output can be easily defined. 
 
Example of popular frameworks are: 

• Java – log4j, SLF4J 

• Node.js – bunyan, log4js 
 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Agree on a common log format and a consistent use of severities 

Birthday cake : Assign UIDs for every log type generated, documented in a catalog 

Wedding cake : Document each log type in a catalog, together with the error description and expert 

advice 

   
 
Further Reading 

• Optimal Logging: https://testing.googleblog.com/2013/06/optimal-logging.html  

• Application Logging using unique id: http://octodecillion.com/blog/giid/ 

• Logging Best Practices: http://slawosz.github.io/2015/10/14/logging-best-practices/ 

• Logging Best Practices: http://dev.splunk.com/view/logging-best-practices/SP-CAAADP6  

• The 10 Commandments of Logging: http://www.masterzen.fr/2013/01/13/the-10-commandments-of-
logging/  

  

https://testing.googleblog.com/2013/06/optimal-logging.html
http://octodecillion.com/blog/giid/
http://slawosz.github.io/2015/10/14/logging-best-practices/
http://dev.splunk.com/view/logging-best-practices/SP-CAAADP6
http://www.masterzen.fr/2013/01/13/the-10-commandments-of-logging/
http://www.masterzen.fr/2013/01/13/the-10-commandments-of-logging/
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4.3 Deployment correlation 

As Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment tools and methodologies enable a much more rapid 
flow of features into the production environment, it becomes increasingly important for operation teams be 
able to easily and effectively correlate performance and stability issues with application and configuration 
changes that has been made. It is therefore important that the delivery pipeline has the ability to register the 
deployment event with relevant information with a tool like Netcool Omnibus, New Relic Deployment Marker, 
Grafana Annotation API, InfluxDB, Elasticsearch etc. 
 
 
Using deployment markers, you can mark deployment activities in the same chart / timeline that shows for 
instance performance metrics. This allows operators to visually correlate the saturation of performance as 
being caused by a recent deployment of a new version.  
 
Below you can find example implementations of registering deployments for further correlation within 
monitoring dashboard or with event management system. Updates in your application stack can cause 
deviations in your metric graphs (for better or worse). Especially when you deploy often, it’s not always easy 
to quickly link cause and effect. Using annotations in Grafana, we can correlate changes in our graphs with 
deployments from our CI/CD pipeline. The screenshot below show how it can look in the Grafana dashboard. 
 

 
 
 
One of the method of generating annotations in Grafana is a simple HTTP POST request to the Grafana 
annotation API. Below is the example request to the Grafana annotation API used to generate deployment 
annotation on the screenshot above. 
 

curl -XPOST 127.0.0.1:3000/api/annotations \ 
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  -H "Content-Type: application/json" \ 

  -H "Authorization: Bearer eyJrIj…oxfQ==" \ 

  --data @- << EOF 

  { 

    "text": "Deployed service 'backend-service'\n\n 

      <a href=\"https://github.com/org/backend-service/commit/8ba7fb80\">GitHub 

(8ba7fb80)</a>\n 

      <a href=\"http://ci.example.com/jenkins/job/backend-service/32/\">Jenkins 

(#32)</a>", 

    "tags": [ 

      "deployment", 

      "env:production", 

      "tier:backend" 

    ] 

  } 

EOF 

Check the complete step by step example on https://github.ibm.com/CASE/todo-grafana-deployment-
correlation  

Deployment Marker File 

A Deployment Marker for a deployment artifact is typically an empty file with the same name as the artifact 
with the file suffix indicating the state of the application's deployment. These files mark the status of an 
application within the deployment directory. The following table defines the types and responses for each 
marker file (Source: https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-
US/JBoss_Enterprise_Application_Platform/6/html/Administration_and_Configuration_Guide/Reference_for_
Deployment_Scanner_Marker_Files1.html ) 
 

Filename Suffix Description 

.dodeploy Indicates that the content should be deployed or redeployed into the 
runtime. 

.skipdeploy Disables auto-deploy of an application while present. Useful as a method of 
temporarily blocking the auto-deployment of exploded content, preventing 
the risk of incomplete content edits pushing live. 

.isdeploying Indicates the initiation of deployment. The marker file will be deleted when 
the deployment process completes. 

.deployed Indicates that the content has been deployed. The content will be 
undeployed if this file is deleted. 

.failed Indicates deployment failure. The marker file contains information about the 
cause of failure. If the marker file is deleted, the content will be visible to the 
auto-deployment again. 

.isundeploying Indicates a response to a .deployed file deletion. The content will be 
undeployed and the marker will be automatically deleted upon completion. 

https://github.ibm.com/CASE/todo-grafana-deployment-correlation
https://github.ibm.com/CASE/todo-grafana-deployment-correlation
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/JBoss_Enterprise_Application_Platform/6/html/Administration_and_Configuration_Guide/Reference_for_Deployment_Scanner_Marker_Files1.html
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/JBoss_Enterprise_Application_Platform/6/html/Administration_and_Configuration_Guide/Reference_for_Deployment_Scanner_Marker_Files1.html
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/JBoss_Enterprise_Application_Platform/6/html/Administration_and_Configuration_Guide/Reference_for_Deployment_Scanner_Marker_Files1.html
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.undeployed Indicates that the content has been undeployed. Deletion of the marker file 
has no impact to content redeployment. 

.pending Indicates that deployment instructions will be sent to the server pending 
resolution of a detected issue. This marker serves as a global deployment 
road-block. The scanner will not instruct the server to deploy or undeploy 
any other content while this condition exists. 

 
 
These Deployment Markers can also be used to send notification triggers to management systems, enabling 
them to track when an issue was introduced. After recording deployments, users can leverage the information 
in operational dashboards, for instance to visually correlate performance distribution and deployment tasks. 
Dashboards may also allow to launch in context, to gather more information related to de deployment, for 
instance retrieving the change log. 
 
Information from deployment marker could further be sent to the Event Management subsystem, so that 
events can be correlated with recent deployment activity. 

Adding Build Information to HTTP header 

 
A second aspect to consider is to add build identifiers into the HTTP header for each service. This can 
significantly improve the investigation phase as you have immediate clarity on the deployed version of a 
given service. 
 
HTTP headers and status codes are useful to help intermediary and client programs understand information 
about requests and responses for applications. HTTP headers contain metadata information such as security 
authentication information, the user agent that is used, and cache control metadata. Standard HTTP headers 
are defined in the HTTP specification; however, you can use custom HTTP headers, if necessary. 
 
Custom proprietary headers can be added using the 'X-' prefix, but this convention was deprecated in 2012, 
because of the inconveniences it caused. IANA maintains a registry of proposed new HTTP message 
headers: https://www.iana.org/assignments/message-headers/message-headers.xhtml . You could use the 
“Content-Version” header field name to contain information of the build. 
 

Versioning using Custom Request Header 

A custom header (e.g. Accept-version) allows you to preserve your URIs between versions though it is 
effectively a duplicate of the content negotiation behavior implemented by the existing Accept header. 
 
Example: 
 
Accept-version: v1 

Accept-version: v2 

Versioning using Accept header 

Content negotiation may let you preserve a clean set of URLs but you still have to deal with the complexity of 
serving different versions of content somewhere. This burden tends to be moved up the stack to your API 
controllers which become responsible for figuring out which version of a resource to send. The end result 
tends to be a more complex API as clients have to know which headers to specify before requesting a 
resource. 
 
Example: 

https://www.iana.org/assignments/message-headers/message-headers.xhtml
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Accept: application/vnd.example.v1+json 

Accept: application/vnd.example+json;version=1.0 

 
In the real world, an API is never going to be completely stable. So it’s important how this change is 
managed. A well documented and gradual deprecation of API can be an acceptable practice for most of the 
APIs. 
 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Log deployment and release information 

Birthday cake : Make deployment and release events visible in dashboards (deployment markers) 

Wedding cake : Make deployment and release events available in the event management subsystem 

for correlation and root-cause analysis. 

   
 
Further Reading 

• Reference for Deployment Scanner Marker File: https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-
US/JBoss_Enterprise_Application_Platform/6/html/Administration_and_Configuration_Guide/Referen
ce_for_Deployment_Scanner_Marker_Files1.html  

• HTTP headers for the responsible developer https://www.twilio.com/blog/a-http-headers-for-the-
responsible-developer 

 
  

https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/JBoss_Enterprise_Application_Platform/6/html/Administration_and_Configuration_Guide/Reference_for_Deployment_Scanner_Marker_Files1.html
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/JBoss_Enterprise_Application_Platform/6/html/Administration_and_Configuration_Guide/Reference_for_Deployment_Scanner_Marker_Files1.html
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/JBoss_Enterprise_Application_Platform/6/html/Administration_and_Configuration_Guide/Reference_for_Deployment_Scanner_Marker_Files1.html
https://www.twilio.com/blog/a-http-headers-for-the-responsible-developer
https://www.twilio.com/blog/a-http-headers-for-the-responsible-developer
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4.4 Distributed Tracing 

Moving application architectures from a monolithic design to a micro-service oriented design introduces a 
number of advantages, both during development and operations phases. However new challenges are 
introduced as traditional metrics and logs tend to be captured and recorded in a component and machine 
centric way. The traditional tools used to capture and analyze information becomes powerless when the 
components are spread across countless machines, multiple physical locations and become subject to highly 
dynamic horizontal scaling over ephemeral compute units. In the context of server app logs, multiple sessions 
will output log information that can be intermixed. These sessions can be part of an ongoing process, such as 
a user interaction with a web site. 
 
Distributed Tracing is a technique that addresses logging information in microservice-based applications. A 
unique transaction ID is passed through the call chain of each transaction in a distributed topology. One 
example of a transaction is a user interaction with a website. The unique ID is generated at the entry point of 
the transaction. The ID is then passed to each service that is used to finish the job and written as part of the 
services log information. It's equally important to include timestamps in your log messages along with the ID. 
The ID and timestamp are combined with the action that a service is taking and the state of that action. 
 
With the rise of such architectural patterns as microservices and functions-as-a-service (or FaaS, or 
serverless), distributed tracing is becoming the only practical way of managing the complexity of modern 
architectures. Together with Metrics and Logging, Tracing form the 3 pillars of Observability 
 

OpenTracing (https://opentracing.io/ ) is a distributed tracing instrumentation standard. It aims to standardize 
instrumentation, so developers can instrument first, and worry about the collection/distribution/aggregation 
system later. OpenTracing’s foundational concepts are Traces and Spans. Traces are the “story” of a 
transaction or workflow as it makes its way through a system. They are represented as directed acyclic 
graphs. A trace is made up of spans, which each represent one component of the story. Each trace starts 
with a span. Spans create new spans with two types of relationships that express both the semantics in the 
system (FollowFrom), and the critical path for latency-sensitive (distributed) operations (ChildOf). 

 
 
Unique identifiers, such a transaction IDs and user IDs, are helpful when you gather analytics and debug. 
Unique IDs can point you to the exact transaction that failed. Without them, you must look at all the 
information that the entire application logged in the time frame when your problem occurred. After you 
implement the generation and usage of the unique ID in your logs, you can use the unique ID in several 
ways. 
 
Once the means for generating and carrying this unique ID is implemented, it can be used in several useful 
ways, for example for Log Correlation, latency analysis and visualize topology dependencies. 

Enable log correlation 

By implementing the transaction ID and creating a timestamp of each log entry that contains that ID, you can 
take advantage of log-aggregating tools, such as IBM Cloud™ Log Analysis with LogDNA, Kibana, Splunk 
and others. Those tools provide a distributed stack trace of the steps that led to the failure of a specific 
transaction. 

Perform advanced latency analysis 

 
Advanced latency analysis attaches timing information to the transaction. You get an in-depth, end-to-end 
analysis of the total time it takes to process one transaction. You can also explore the details to find 
bottlenecks in your application. 
 

https://opentracing.io/
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There are a number of frameworks and products available for this, including IBM APM, Zipkin, New Relic and 
others. 

Build a topology view 

 
Correlate the captured transaction ID with application and service identification and other metadata. Doing so 
makes it possible to build a topology view that shows the dependency map of all the services in the topology 
that are required to satisfy the transaction. 
 
Some frameworks and monitoring solutions supports this out of the box, like IBM APM, Zipkin Dependencies 
and New Relic. 
 

 
 
 
 
Best Practices: 

• Try to pass the id generated on an entry point to each subsystem that is used to finish the job. Ideally this 
should be done transparently, via wrapper functions and http headers where possible. This unique ID can 
be generated at the entry point of the topology, or extracted from an external unique identifier, such as 
the Cloud Foundry “vcap_request_id”. 

• Which events // Sampler set to const 1 to capture every request, do not do this for production 

•  
 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Create unique Transaction IDs, passed through the call chain. 

Birthday cake : Log the Transaction IDs into Logs and Events, allowing Log and Event correlation 

Wedding cake : Build a topology view based on correlation of these Transaction IDs. Visualize and 

Monitor where time is spent. 
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Further Reading 

• Optimal Logging: https://testing.googleblog.com/2013/06/optimal-logging.html  

• The Open Tracing Project: https://opentracing.io/ 

• Open Tracing on GitHub: https://github.com/opentracing/specification/blob/master/specification.md  

• Open Zipkin on GitHub: https://github.com/openzipkin/zipkin  
 
  

https://testing.googleblog.com/2013/06/optimal-logging.html
https://opentracing.io/
https://github.com/opentracing/specification/blob/master/specification.md
https://github.com/openzipkin/zipkin
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4.5 Instrumentation and Data Metric storage 

Instrumentation (Metrics) 

Metrics, logs and traces are often known as the three pillars of observability. While plainly having 
access to logs, metrics, and traces doesn’t necessarily make systems fully observable, these are 
powerful tools that, if understood well, can unlock the ability to build better manageable systems. 
Traditionally, monitoring has been the domain of ops - sort of an outside looking view for someone 
who doesn’t actually build the code. Observability and metrics instrumentation, as a culture and 
practice, represents a shift left for monitoring as developers take on the task of building applications 
able to externalize their internal state. 
 
Metrics are a numeric representation of data measured over intervals of time. They can harness the 
power of mathematical modeling and prediction to derive knowledge of the behavior of a system over 
intervals of time in the present and future. 
Since numbers are optimized for storage, processing, compression, and retrieval, metrics enable 
long retention of data as well as easier querying. This makes metrics perfectly suited to building 
dashboards that reflect historical trends. Metrics also allow for gradual reduction of data resolution. 
After a certain period of time, data can be aggregated into daily or weekly frequency. Metrics, once 
collected, are liable to mathematical, probabilistic, and statistical transformations such as sampling, 
aggregation, summarization, and correlation. These characteristics make metrics well suited to report 
the overall health of a system.  
 
Modern monitoring systems like Prometheus, represent every time series using a metric name as 
well as additional metadata in the form of key-value pairs called labels. This allows for a high degree 
of dimensionality in the data model that can be used for filtering and aggregation across any 
dimension like cluster, data center or geographical location.  
 
Metrics are also well suited to trigger alerts, since running queries against an in-memory, time-series 
database is far more efficient and reliable, than running a query against a relational database or 
indexing engine and then aggregating the results before deciding if an alert need to be triggered. 
 
While metrics might be sufficient for understanding the performance and behavior of individual 
systems or overall performance aggregated across of more general dimensions, they aren’t sufficient 
to fully understand the lifetime of a request that traverses multiple systems. Distributed tracing is a 
technique that addresses the problem of bringing visibility into the lifetime of a request across several 
systems. 

White-box vs black-box monitoring  

 
In Build to Manage discipline we are more focused on application monitoring called frequently a 
white-box monitoring. White-box monitoring refers to techniques of reporting data from inside a 
system and gives you details about the internal state of your application. It doesn’t mean that 
traditional black-box monitoring (symptom-oriented resource utilization checks or external service 
polling without any knowledge about application internals) is no longer needed. Mature monitoring 
solution should combine both white-box and black-box monitoring. 
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What to monitor? 

One of the most important decisions to make when setting up application monitoring is deciding on 
the type of metrics you need to collect about your app. The metrics you choose simplifies 
troubleshooting when a problem occurs and also enables you to stay on top of the stability of your 
services and infrastructure.  

The RED method follows on the principles outlined in the Four Golden Signals developed by Site 
Reliability Engineers, which focuses on measuring things that end-users care about when using your 
services. With the RED method, three key metrics are instrumented that monitor every microservice 
in your architecture: 

• (Request) Rate - the number of requests, per second, your services are serving. 

• (Request) Errors - the number of failed requests per second. 

• (Request) Duration - The amount of time each request takes expressed as a time interval. 

Rate, Errors and Duration attempt to cover the most obvious web service issues. These metrics also 
capture an error rate that is expressed as a proportion of request rate. 

 

While the RED method or Golden Signals are a good starting point for web based microservices, we 
frequently need much more detailed information about various application metrics like internal buffers 
/ queues, backend latency, number of active users, number connections or sessions, thread pools, 
caches etc.  

When deciding which metrics to expose, a good start is looking at the individual subsystems of your 
service and their critical resources. For each subsystem, think how requests reach the system (such 
as buffers, queues), how they are processed (especially when interacting with backend systems) and 
finally how results are generated and sent back. During the architecture definition, certain 
assumptions are made and it is good practice to validate that these assumptions are valid in the 
operational use of the service. This should lead to a first set of metrics to expose. Past incidents will 
provide good input to additional metrics to add over time.  
 
Focus should be to identify trending metrics. While a metric like “Queries per Second” is many times 
an important value to look at, it may be just the symptom of an underlying bottleneck. Observability 
should expose these early indicators to enable the operations team to act more predictive and ideally 
preventative. 
 
Try to strike a balance between technical metrics and business metrics (also known as KPIs). It is 
often a good idea to also expose some metrics that allow observability on the business side. For 
instance, adding financial metrics such as revenue in addition to the number of purchase orders. 
Another example would be to calculate the numbers per user segmentation (unknown, named users, 
VIP) – in addition to the metric of “active users” – as this allow focus on the most valuable customers. 
 
Adding observability to the code may be considered too much effort. However, instrumentation is 
relatively small to the overall effort of designing and building a service. We are confident that there is 
payoff of the additional effort. 

https://www.weave.works/blog/the-red-method-key-metrics-for-microservices-architecture/
https://landing.google.com/sre/book/chapters/monitoring-distributed-systems.html#xref_monitoring_golden-signals
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Example: 

MinIO is High Performance Object Storage compatible with Amazon S3 cloud storage service. MinIO 
is instrumented with Prometheus client library and expose histogram metric 
minio_http_requests_duration_seconds_bucket which allows to calculate RED method 

metrics (request rate, error rate and request duration). Beside that it provides many additional 
metrics, specific to provided functionality and internal architecture: 
 

• minio_disk_storage_used_bytes: Total byte count of disk storage used by current 

MinIO server instance 

• minio_network_received_bytes_total: Total number of bytes received by current 

MinIO server instance 

• minio_network_sent_bytes_total: Total number of bytes sent by current MinIO 

server instance 

• minio_offline_disks: Total number of offline disks for current MinIO server instance 

• minio_total_disks: Total number of disks for current MinIO server instance 

• minio_disk_storage_available_bytes: Current storage space available to MinIO 

server in bytes 

• minio_disk_storage_total_bytes: Total storage space available to MinIO server in 

bytes 

• process_start_time_seconds: Start time of MinIO server since unix epoch in 

seconds 
 

DevOps teams or SREs need to decide which metrics are needed to efficiently observe and manage 
the service and what additional metadata (labels) should be provided to effectively analyze and 
aggregate collected data.  
 
One important  thing to remember is that every unique combination of key-value label pairs 
represents a new time series, which can dramatically increase the amount of data stored. Do not use 
labels to store dimensions with high cardinality (many different label values), such as user IDs, email 
addresses, transaction IDs or other unbounded sets of values. 

Example implementation 

 

In the example below we will show how to use Prometheus client library to instrument sample 
javascript application with custom metrics. You can find  Prometheus client libraries for many popular 
programming languages: https://prometheus.io/docs/instrumenting/clientlibs/ 

Prometheus client library allows to define various types of Prometheus metrics like histograms, 
summaries, gauges and counters. More detailed description of metric types can be found in 
Prometheus documentation. 

https://prometheus.io/docs/instrumenting/clientlibs/
https://prometheus.io/docs/concepts/metric_types/
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In our examples we will define two custom metrics: 

• counter checkouts_total which will store a total number of checkout requests.  

• histogram http_request_duration_ms which will store percentiles of application requests 

response time. 

 
 
Example A. Business metric - checkouts_total 
 

Declaration of checkouts_total counter. 

 

const checkoutsTotal = new Prometheus.Counter({ 

   name: 'checkouts_total', 

   help: 'Total number of checkouts', 

   labelNames: ['payment_method'] 

 }) 

 

This counter will be incremented for every checkout request 

 
checkoutsTotal.inc({ 

     payment_method: paymentMethod 

}) 

 

This is how the checkouts_total is exposed from the application: 
 

# HELP checkouts_total Total number of checkouts 

# TYPE checkouts_total counter 

checkouts_total{payment_method="paypal"} 7 

checkouts_total{payment_method="stripe"} 5 

 

After the metrics are collected by Prometheus, we can use PromQL to calculate checkout rate or 
aggregate number of checkouts by payment method. 
 

Checkout rate per minute by payment method:  
 

sum(rate(checkouts_total[1m])) by (payment_method) * 60 
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Example B. Histogram http_request_duration_ms  
 

Declaration of http_request_duration_ms histogram: 
 
const httpRequestDurationMicroseconds = new Prometheus.Histogram({ 

   name: 'http_request_duration_ms', 

   help: 'Duration of HTTP requests in ms', 

   labelNames: ['method', 'route', 'code'], 

   buckets: [0.10, 5, 15, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 

 }) 

The current time is recorded before each request: 

app.use((req, res, next) => { 

  res.locals.startEpoch = Date.now() 

  next() 

}) 
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We record the current time also after each request and update our 

http_request_duration_ms histogram accordingly: 

 
app.use((req, res, next) => { 

  const responseTimeInMs = Date.now() - res.locals.startEpoch 

 

  httpRequestDurationMicroseconds 

    .labels(req.method, req.route.path, res.statusCode) 

    .observe(responseTimeInMs) 

  next() 

}) 

 
 
This is how the http_request_duration_ms is exposed from the application: 
 

# HELP http_request_duration_ms Duration of HTTP requests in ms 

# TYPE http_request_duration_ms histogram 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="0.1",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 8 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="5",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 12 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="15",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 12 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="50",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 12 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="100",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 12 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="200",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 12 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="300",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 12 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="400",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 12 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="500",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 12 

http_request_duration_ms_bucket{le="+Inf",code="304",route="/checkout",method="GET"} 12 

http_request_duration_ms_sum{method="GET",route="/checkout",code="304"} 4 

http_request_duration_ms_count{method="GET",route="/checkout",code="304"} 12 

 

After the metrics are collected by Prometheus, we can use PromQL to calculate for example Error 
Rate per second: 
 

sum(increase(http_request_duration_ms_count{code=~"^5..$"}[1m])) /  

sum(increase(http_request_duration_ms_count[1m])) 

 
or 95th percentile of the request duration: 
 

histogram_quantile(0.95, sum(rate(http_request_duration_ms_bucket[1m])) 

by (le, service, route, method)) 
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PromQL can be used to visualize metrics on a graphical dashboard:  

 

 
 

 
  

 
Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake: Application code exposes a default set of metrics provided by client library. 

Birthday cake: Application code exposes the RED method metrics. All monitors and metrics are 

captured in a monitoring time-series database. 

Wedding cake: Application team has the ability to include application specific and business-related 

KPIs. All metrics are captured and stored in a centralized data lake. 

 

  
 
Further Reading 

• Distributed Systems Observability, by Cindy Sridharan. O'Reilly Media, Inc. [July 2018]. ISBN: 
9781492033431 

• SRE Book (chapter 6): https://landing.google.com/sre/sre-book/chapters/monitoring-distributed-
systems/ 

• Logs and metrics: https://medium.com/@copyconstruct/logs-and-metrics-6d34d3026e38 

• Monitoring and observability: https://medium.com/@copyconstruct/monitoring-and-observability-
8417d1952e1c 

• The RED method: https://www.weave.works/blog/the-red-method-key-metrics-for-microservices-
architecture/ 

• Prometheus app code instrumentation: https://prometheus.io/docs/practices/instrumentation/  

• Writing Prometheus client libraries: https://prometheus.io/docs/instrumenting/writing_clientlibs/  

• Instrumentation tutorial from Sysdig: https://sysdig.com/blog/prometheus-metrics/ 
 
  

https://sysdig.com/blog/prometheus-metrics/
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4.6 Topology Information 

In traditional IT, a Configuration Management System (CMS, or CMDB) is the cornerstone for many IT 
processes. It holds information of Configuration Items (CI) as well as relationships between these CIs. In a 
cloud environment, the focus shifts from tangible assets towards services and APIs. As monolithic 
applications are broken into a larger set of micro-services, information about relationships and dependencies 
becomes even more relevant. Consider worker based systems or a system composed from several micro-
services. Performance deterioration in one micro-service may result in slow performance for depending 
micro-services and eventually the business application. Practices like the “Circuit-Breaker” pattern exist to 
workaround these issues, but from an operations perspective the need for visibility and control still exists. 
 
Some of the information can be discovered at runtime, for instance by calling Cloud Foundry APIs to query 
which services are bound or instantiated or information on containers and container groups.   Some topology 
tools such as Agile Service Manager (ASM) can perform a discovery by employing several methods such as 
querying the REST Interface of the manager or controller of the environment, such as the VMWare vCenter.  
However, some information is not discoverable. We postulate a practice where the developer of a micro 
service also provides meta-information on the topology / call-chain: What services does this micro-service 
depend on? Topology tools can then read this meta-information to build the topology and even combine it 
with the topology that it can discover to create a more complete structure. 

Deployment Descriptor 

 
A Deployment Descriptor is a configuration file for an artifact that is deployed to an environment (container, 
engine, etc.). It directs a deployment tool to deploy a module or application with specific container options, 
security settings and describes specific configuration requirements. Even if your deployment tool is currently 
not able to pick up all parameters, it is recommended to specify the dependencies as you develop the 
application. 

Deployment Descriptors for Container 

In Docker, the docker-compose.yml file defines services, networks and volumes. See 
https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/ for a reference of the file structure. Below you find the key 
sections relevant to dependencies.  
 
The depends-on section express dependency between services, which has two effects: 

• docker-compose up will start services in dependency order. In the following example, db and redis 
will be started before web. 

• docker-compose up SERVICE will automatically include SERVICE’s dependencies. In the following 
example, docker-compose up web will also create and start db and redis. 

 
Example: 
version: '2' 

services: 

  web: 

    build: . 

    depends_on: 

      - db 

      - redis 

  redis: 

    image: redis 

  db: 

    image: postgres 

https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/
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The links section links to containers in another service. Either specify both the service name and a link alias 
(SERVICE:ALIAS), or just the service name. 
 
Example: 
web: 

  links: 

   - db 

   - db:database 

   - redis 

 
 
The external_links section links to containers started outside this docker-compose.yml or even outside of 
Compose, especially for containers that provide shared or common services. external_links follow semantics 
similar to links when specifying both the container name and the link alias. 
 
Example: 
external_links: 

 - redis_1 

 - project_db_1:mysql 

 - project_db_1:postgresql 

 

Deployment Descriptor in XML 

 
An example of an application manifest is as follows. This application manifest has two core parts: Security 
and dependency. 
 
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8' standalone='yes'?> 

<assembly xmlns='urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v1' manifestVersion='1.0'> 

  <trustInfo xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v3"> 

    <security> 

      <requestedPrivileges> 

        <!--I am okay with whatever security privilege level--> 

        <requestedExecutionLevel level='asInvoker' uiAccess='false' /> 

      </requestedPrivileges> 

    </security> 

  </trustInfo> 

  <dependency> 

    <dependentAssembly> 

      <!--I need Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Runtime to run--> 

      <assemblyIdentity type='win32' name='Microsoft.VC90.CRT' 

version='9.0.21022.8' processorArchitecture='x86' 

publicKeyToken='1fc8b3b9a1e18e3b' /> 

    </dependentAssembly> 

  </dependency> 

</assembly> 

 

Deployment Descriptor in JSON 

An example of a JSON Deployment Descriptor might look like the following 
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{ 

  "uniqueId": "ResourceID1", 

  "name": "ResourceName1", 

  "entityTypes": [ 

    "resource", 

    "node" 

  ], 

} 

{ 

  "uniqueId": "ResourceID2", 

  "name": "ResourceName2", 

  "entityTypes": [ 

    "resource", 

    "node" 

  ], 

  "_status": [ 

    { 

      "status": "Availability", 

      "state": "open", 

      "description": "Minor issue", 

      "severity": "minor" 

    } 

  ], 

  "_references": [ 

    { 

      "_toUniqueId": "ResourceID", 

      "_edgeType": "childrenOf" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

 
Here we have two resources identified by ResourceID1 and ResourceID2. Both resources are of types 
“resource” and “node”. ResourceID2 is a child of ResourceID1. ResourceID2 has status information called 
Availability status, which currently is in open state with minor severity. 

Enhancing Deployment Descriptor  

The information in deployment descriptors can be paired with additional information, such as information 
about SLAs / SLOs or tenants. Another example would be version information or linkage to feature requests 
or defects. 
 
Modern database technologies support the needs for scale and dynamics in the cloud: in particular graph 
databases are built to maintain large amount of relationships to large amount of nodes. They support a rapid 
query and traversal of dependencies, so that functions like event management can make use of this 
information at run time. Further, graph databases allow life schema extensions by adding new node types or 
relationship types at runtime. 
 
This meta information provides as part of the release can be incorporated into this topology service (the 
“graph”), to become available for operational processes and tools. Event Management can make use of the 
information when correlating symptom and cause events. ChatOps can tap on the information to provide the 
First Responder useful insights such as topology information, version history, or linkage to recent changes. 
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Topology Tools 

The focus of this article is to provide topology information for the Build to Manage practice. It is, however, 
useful to understand how this information can be used by the topology tool. As the saying goes, you need to 
know your customer. 
 
Topology tools can discover topology. However, its value is not only on discovery but also on other 
functionality that you can perform once you build the topology. Understanding this will let you prepare the 
data that will be useful for the topology.  
 

DataType 

Earlier, we have talked about the graph database, and the following is a bit more description of this database. 
An important component of topology is the node or resource itself. It can be represented as something like: 
 
Resource 

a. ID 
b. Name 
c. Type(s) 

 
Link 

a. ID 
b. Type(s) 
c. FromResourceID 
d. ToResourceID 

 
Status 

a. ResourceID 
b. State 
c. Name 
d. Severity  

Status 

Unlike the Resource and the Link which are compulsory, the Status information is optional. 
The status can be left blank (no status, just a topology), or it can be driven by the Events subsystem. If the 
Status information comes from the Events subsystem, we need to ensure that the Event Subsystem can 
“find” or match the resource in the Event Subsystem to the topology resource so that the Event can be 
attached to the Topology Resource. 
 

Actions 

One of the functionality in a topology tool is to perform an action depending on the resource status. When the 
resource status is critical, telling that something is very wrong with the resource, the topology tool might allow 
the user to select the resource and perform a right-click action to perform a context-sensitive action. 
The analogy is with your computer, when a certain application, like the word processing, is not responsive, 
you might run the process controller to terminate the application. 
 
As the developer of the application, you might want to produce a more graceful way for a user to bring things 
back to normal. If such a way exists, then you might want to expose an interface to the user to call back your 
application. 
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There are many ways that you can do this. If you have been using JSON as the Deployment Descriptor, 
chances are you might want to use a webhook. Another method is to use a message bus. The 
implementation detail is up to you, and it suffices to mention here that you need to start thinking about this 
when you provide information for the topology section.   
 
As this topic of providing a call-back is related to the status of the topology, it will be common to the Events 
topic of this course; the call-back can be initiated as a response to an Event or as a response to a status in 
the topology. 
 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Provide dependency information as part of the build, for instance in a meta file. 

Birthday cake : Automatically deploy the meta information as part of the CI/CD process into a 

topology service, make use of this information in operational processes and tools 

Wedding cake : Maintain history and version information; link to feature requests and changes.  
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4.7 Event Format and Catalog 

In addition to monitoring and logs, applications may also emit events. Although many applications in the cloud 
use logs as the sole way of generating events, there may be reasons why organizations want to continue 
using the direct way of providing events. 
  
Particular focus should be paid to the ability to correlate multiple events. In order to enable and ease 
correlation, events should provide relevant data as part of their payload. Examples are application names or 
identifiers, transaction identifiers, or information that links to topology and containment data.  
  
Many of the concepts discussed in the chapter on Logs apply to events as well. This information, such as the 
need to have Unique Identifier, the different severity levels that need to be assigned applied to Event as well 
and will not be repeated here. Instead the focus will be on the Delivery Method, Classification of Events, and 
Minimal Recommended Information for an Event. 

Minimum Recommended Event Information. 

When you are writing your Alert Catalog, the following are the minimum recommended event information that 
will be useful for your event manager: 
  

Identifier A unique Identifier for your Event Type. 

Resource Name The resource name that generates the event. 

Severity How bad is the event (Please see the Log section) 

Description What happened? Provide enough detail so the Operator can act on it. 

Date&Time When did the event happened? 

Server Information Where does the application run? 

  
In addition to these minimum recommended Event fields, you might want to add more information so your 
events can be more meaningful.  
  

Problem and Resolution 

When you create a problem Event, and the problem has been resolved then it is a recommended practice to 
send the resolution Event for the same resource. This is important for the Event Management tools, so that It 
can clear and removed the problem event from their list of current Event. 

Delivery Method 

There are several ways to transfer events, some of the common method to deliver events are through: 
• SNMP traps, 
• RESTful, 
• EIF (Event Integration Facility), 
• a message bus such as MQTT, KAFKA, WebSphere Message Bus, 
• a database connection such as JDBC, 
• a network socket or 
• a CORBA connection.  
 
Reliability of Delivery Method 
The way that you code how often you should be sending events depends on the transport mechanism that 
you use. For example, SNMP traps is based on an unreliable but fast UDP transmission mechanism. There is 
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no guarantee that the packet will be delivered to the destination. So if you make use of an SNMP delivery 
mechanism, then you should send the events periodically as long as the condition that raise the events still 
persist. A message bus, in contrast, provides a guaranteed delivery mechanism, so it is enough to write an 
event once when it was detected. 
  
Heartbeat 
As an application, you will be sending event to an event manager. The event manager may need to know that 
if there were no events coming from your application does it mean that there are no events or if your 
application is down. If you are a very critical application, then the event manager needs to know if your 
application is down as soon as possible so that it can notify the team or another application to fix the issue. 
Even if the delivery channel is known to be alive, there is no guarantee for the event manager that your 
application is alive.  
  
One way to do this is for your application to send heartbeat information message, telling the event manager 
that so long that it receives your heartbeat every period then your application is alive. 
 
Self Monitoring  
Another information that will help the Event management eco system is the Self-Monitoring Events: Your 
application sends an event when: 

1. Your application just being started  
2. Your application about to shutdown 
3. Any other application state, such as going to sleep mode, going to maintenance mode, change in 

number of replicas, and so on. 

Event Catalog Classification 

The following lists sixteen event codes classification might help you in defining your event catalog. This 
classification is first introduced as the Netcool Operation Insight Scope based event grouping classification.  
This classification can be applied either for application that run on a server or for an application bundled with 
the required hardware.  
 
The list is ordered in its effect to the application. When there are multiple Events on the same resource at 
similar time, the first item in the list is the most likely cause of the issues compare to the later item in the list. 
For example, the power loss event is the root cause of all other events for the same resources causing the 
general component failure event. 
 
This list will help you to design your Catalog. 
 

Control Shut Down A critical component has been deliberately shutdown or removed 

Power Loss A critical component has failed because its power has been cut off 

Catastrophic Component Failure A critical component has failed in a manner that only replacement 
of component will resolve the issue 

General Component Failure A critical component has failed 

Environmental Warning Events relating to power supply, air conditioning, and similar 

Performance Failure A sensor or test device is reporting the function it is monitoring is 
no longer measurable 

Performance Degradation A sensor or test device is reporting the function it is monitoring is 
breaching preset thresholds 

Device inoperative State, Change of 
State 

A component has changed operational state or non-critical 
component has become inoperative 

Performance Warning A sensor or test device is reporting a function is reporting errors 
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Operational Warning A service is not yet affected but there are potential risks to the 
service, for example devices are running on backup power or 
cabinet doors have been left open 

Missing Component A component or service is reporting a missing dependency from 
another component 

Service delivery reported as non-
Functional   

An end to end service is not working 

Heartbeat Loss A keep-alive, heartbeat or ping response has failed to arrive as 
expected 

Control Path Loss Control Plane applications are reporting they cannot reach a 
device under their control 

Workarounds in execution Automated recovery procedures have been invoked 

Informational events Events that do not fit the previous categories 

 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Events are emitted using standards (ie. webhook, Socket, EIF, SNMP) 

Events generated are documented 

Event Manual Actions using some command line or some simple SQL command 

Birthday cake : Event Life Cycle is well defined  

Events generated are tracked in Central Catalog  

Governance (severity standards, naming conventions, event standards) 

Wedding cake : Enforcing Governance, tying into Operational readiness 

Link of events to Runbooks.  

 
  
 
References 

• SNMP traps https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_Network_Management_Protocol  

• RESTful calls https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer  

• EIF events 
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSSHTQ_8.1.0/com.ibm.netcool_OMNIbus.doc_8.1.
0/omnibus/wip/eifsdk/reference/omn_eif_eifreference.html  

• Message buses 
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSSHTQ/omnibus/probes/message_bus/wip/concept/
messbuspr_intro.html  

• Netcool Operation Insight Scope-Based Event Grouping 
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSSHTQ_8.1.0/com.ibm.netcool_OMNIbus.doc_8
.1.0/omnibus/wip/install/concept/omn_con_ext_applyingscopebasedegrp.html 

 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_Network_Management_Protocol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSSHTQ_8.1.0/com.ibm.netcool_OMNIbus.doc_8.1.0/omnibus/wip/eifsdk/reference/omn_eif_eifreference.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSSHTQ_8.1.0/com.ibm.netcool_OMNIbus.doc_8.1.0/omnibus/wip/eifsdk/reference/omn_eif_eifreference.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSSHTQ/omnibus/probes/message_bus/wip/concept/messbuspr_intro.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSSHTQ/omnibus/probes/message_bus/wip/concept/messbuspr_intro.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSSHTQ_8.1.0/com.ibm.netcool_OMNIbus.doc_8.1.0/omnibus/wip/install/concept/omn_con_ext_applyingscopebasedegrp.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSSHTQ_8.1.0/com.ibm.netcool_OMNIbus.doc_8.1.0/omnibus/wip/install/concept/omn_con_ext_applyingscopebasedegrp.html
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4.8 Test Cases and Scripts 

In addition to pure coding and pure operations, there are other activities that need to be performed during 
development of new functions. Testing is a key element of the development lifecycle. In traditional practices, 
specific roles exist, for instance the QA (Quality Assurance) engineer. However, the QA team does in fact not 
assure quality, it is the developer that owns the responsibility for quality of his code. 
 
Test Driven Development (TDD) relies on the repetition of a very short development cycle: requirements are 
turned into very specific test cases, then the software is improved to pass the new tests. Following the 
DevOps model, we advertise that the developer also takes on the responsibility of developing the test cases 
and test scripts. The test code should be treated with the same respect as the production code. It also must 
work correctly for both positive and negative cases, last a long time, and be readable and maintainable. 
 
Manual testing is expensive, so there is a general shift towards automatic testing. Automated unit and 
integration tests can validate server-side and client-side features independently using an API contract. Tools 
like Selenium can mimic user actions in functional test to validate important inter-system workflows. 
 
By following this practice, a few elements need to be considered: 

- In general, Testers try to break the code while Developers try to proof the correct function of their 
code. One need to acknowledge these two mindsets, and make sure that a robust test strategy looks 
at both perspectives, independent of who is actually performing the test. Test Driven Development is 
a strategy to teach developers to change their hats. 
 

- Testers are typically not exposed to the details, and therefore perform a “black-box” test. Contrary, 
the developers know all the details of the code, so they will default to a “white-box” test strategy. An 
outside-in view of a black-box provides important insight from a consumer point of view. These tests 
will find errors which the developer will never find as they are probably due to a misunderstanding in 
the spec, or a feature or route through the code not having been thought through and implemented 
correctly. At the same time, testing with an understanding of the internals can also be beneficial in 
achieving robust code. 
 

Agile methodologies like peer programming to 'keep each other honest' can address some of these concerns. 
 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Developers to provide input to test cases 

Developers / DevOps teams to provide unit tests 

Birthday cake : Provide test cases and test scripts, by leverage practices such as peer programming 

Developers / DevOps teams to provide integration tests 

Wedding cake : Test scripts are not only used for testing, but also to validate the correct functionality 

during production use of the code. 

Developers / DevOps teams to provide functional-level end-to-end tests 

   
 
Further Reading 

• Why Your Next Cloud App Will Probably Suck Without….Unit Testing: 
http://zeroturnaround.com/rebellabs/why-your-next-cloud-app-will-probably-suck-without-unit-testing/ 

  

http://zeroturnaround.com/rebellabs/why-your-next-cloud-app-will-probably-suck-without-unit-testing/
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4.9 Management Configuration 

Configuration Management is very important for Build to Manage. There is a common problem with large 
enterprise software configurations when a change in one environment (like Prod) does not get updated or 
changed in other environments (like Perf, Test, Dev). This condition is called "configuration drift".  
 
This can also happen when changes in lower environments do not get correctly promoted to higher 
environments. This can be solved with process, documentation, and tooling. The process and roles for 
updating configurations needs to clear, and it needs to be documented. Changes should be automated (not 
manual), and the configuration data should be versioned in a repository. 
 
 
Management and Configuration of applications can be a daunting task. On one side, the configuration needs 
to be specified. On the other hand, the configuration needs to be steadily monitored and adjusted if there is a 
deviation. This is what this aspect of Build to Manage should address. 
 
There are many options how configuration and management can be specified. In fact, some of the Build-to-
Manage practices discuss some options, such as Logging, Observability and Runbooks. In this chapter, we 
focus on a fairly new paradigm called “Operators”. An Operator is a method of packaging, deploying and 
managing a Kubernetes application. A Kubernetes application is an application that is both deployed on 
Kubernetes and managed using the Kubernetes APIs and kubectl tooling. You can think of Operators as the 
runtime that manages this type of application on Kubernetes. 
 
Operators implement and automate common Day-1 (installation, configuration, etc) and Day-2 (re-
configuration, update, backup, failover, restore, etc.) activities in a piece of software running inside your 
Kubernetes cluster, by integrating natively with Kubernetes concepts and APIs. We call this a Kubernetes-
native application. With Operators you can stop treating an application as a collection of primitives like Pods, 
Deployments, Services or ConfigMaps, but instead as a single object that only exposes the knobs that make 
sense for the application. 
 
How are operators created ? 
The premise of an Operator is to have it be a custom form of Controllers, a core concept of Kubernetes. A 
controller is basically a software loop that runs continuously on the Kubernetes master nodes. In these loops 
the control logic looks at certain Kubernetes objects of interest. It audits the desired state of these objects, 
expressed by the user, compares that to what’s currently going on in the cluster and then does anything in its 
power to reach the desired state. 
 
This declarative model is basically the way a user interacts with Kubernetes. Operators apply this model at 
the level of entire applications. They are in effect application-specific controllers. This is possible with the 
ability to define custom objects, called Custom Resource Definitions (CRD), which were introduced in 
Kubernetes 1.7. An Operator for a custom app would, for example, introduce a CRD called FooBarApp. This 
is basically treated like any other object in Kubernetes, e.g. a Service. 
 
The Operator itself is a piece of software running in a Pod on the cluster, interacting with the Kubernetes API 
server. That’s how it gets notified about the presence or modification of FooBarApp objects. That’s also when 
it will start running its loop to ensure that the application service is actually available and configured in the 
way the user expressed in the specification of FooBarApp objects. This is called a reconciliation loop 
(example code). The application service may in turn be implemented with more basic objects like Pods, 
Secrets or PersistentVolumes, but carefully arranged and initialized, specific to the needs of this application. 
Furthermore, the Operator could possibly introduce an object of typeFooBarAppBackup and create backups 
of the app as a result. 
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You do not need to write your own Operator in order to get value out of the Operator Framework. Operators 
can be written such that they can be reused for applications. This means that you can, for example, create a 
generic Helm Operator that can be specialized for individual Charts. Even applications that do not require 
more than the built-in Kubernetes Workloads APIs can benefit from the lifecycle management and unified 
user-experience provided by the Operator Framework. 
 
 
Operator SDK 
The SDK provides the tools to build, test and package Operators. Initially, the SDK facilitates the marriage of 
an application’s business logic (for example, how to scale, upgrade, or backup) with the Kubernetes API to 
execute those operations. Over time, the SDK can allow engineers to make applications smarter and have 
the user experience of cloud services. Leading practices and code patterns that are shared across Operators 
are included in the SDK to help prevent reinventing the wheel. 

 
Lifecycle 
 
Once built, Operators need to be deployed on a Kubernetes cluster. The Operator Lifecycle Manager is the 
backplane that facilitates management of Operators on a Kubernetes cluster. With it, administrators can 
control what Operators are available in what namespaces and who can interact with running Operators. They 
can also manage the overall lifecycle of Operators and their resources, such as triggering updates to both an 
Operator and its resources. 
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The maturity steps are based on the Operator capability levels, as described in the following picture 

 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Basic Install: Automating an application’s installation and self-service provisioning 

capabilities. 

Birthday cake : Seamless Upgrades and Full Lifecycle: Provide logic to how to scale, upgrade, or 

backup the application. 

Wedding cake : Deep Insights: Provide additional insights based on metrics, alerts, logs as well as 

user experience monitoring 

   
 
If you are not yet implementing the Operator Framework, or need to manage application outside of 
Kubernetes, here are the suggested Maturity levels on the “legacy” side: 
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Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : • Defined configuration process in place, but is manually implemented and updated 

by editing files, and not maintained between environments. 

• There is manual tracking of configuration and no way to detect drift. 

• Deployment correlation markers are not created when a config change occurs. 

 

Birthday cake : • Well defined configuration process in place, implemented by manual scripts that 

are kept in a repository but are partially automated. 

• Use of imperative configuration scripts , expressing the logic of the configuration 

with describing its control flow 

• Kept under version control. 

• Config is tracked and drift is reported on. 

• Deployment correlation markers are not created when a config change occurs. 

 

Wedding cake : • Automated scripts to consistently rebuild and regenerate the config at run time. 

• Use of declarative configuration scripts (such as Kubernetes Operators),  

expressing the logic of the configuration without describing its control flow 

• All scripts are kept under strict version control and synced between all 

environments. 

• Configuration is tracked and drift is alerted, to a reconciliation process, 

• Deployment correlation markers are created when a config change occurs. 

 
 
 
Further Reading 

• Operator pattern: https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/extend-kubernetes/operator/  

• Operator SDK: https://github.com/operator-framework/operator-sdk 
Enables developers to build Operators based on their expertise without requiring knowledge of 
Kubernetes API complexities.  

• Operator Lifecycle Manager: https://github.com/operator-framework/operator-lifecycle-manager  
Oversees installation, updates, and management of the lifecycle of all of the Operators (and their 
associated services) running across a Kubernetes cluster. 

• Registry for Operators: https://operatorhub.io/ 
 
  

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/extend-kubernetes/operator/
https://github.com/operator-framework/operator-sdk
https://github.com/operator-framework/operator-lifecycle-manager
https://operatorhub.io/
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4.10 Runbooks 

When an incident occurs, your subject-matter experts and operators need to respond fast. They must tap into 
the expertise knowledge of all your experts, not only the ones that are on call. An Incident management tool 
has typically a component called knowledge base management. It is a central repository to store any 
information relevant in troubleshooting or solving the issue related to the incident. Some entries might be the 
troubleshooting steps were entered by the engineer as part of the trouble ticket resolution process. A 
knowledgebase may be in any format: Text or diagram, copy or reference to sections of the vendor 
documentation, or step by steps instructions. Over the years, usually, the operator prefers the step by step 
instructions, as when the problem occurs, the operator will not have the time to read the documentation. This 
repeatable step by steps actions that the operator performs to resolve the issue is called a runbook. 
A runbook provides standardized procedures that explain how to address recurring IT tasks. Instead of 
spending time on problems that other people have solved before, a runbook provides the optimal way to get 
tasks done.  
 
Runbooks can be a textual description of the steps to perform. However, runbooks are increasingly 
automated: instead of a text, a script is provided which codifies these scripts. The results of the actions can 
immediately be sent to the first responder as soon as the action is completed. The advantages of automated 
runbooks are quite obvious: 
 

- Automated.  There is less manual effort required to complete the tasks. 
- Faster. As a runbook is a tested resolution, it can be executed at the time of detection of the known 

issue. 
- Consistent.  A runbook provides a consistent approach to handle an incident. 
- More secure.  There is no risk that the commands are entered wrongly or in the wrong sequence. 
- Secure delegation.  A runbook can be configured so that privileged commands can be securely 

delegated to junior-level admins. 
- Scalable. A system scales better than a human performing the same repetitive tasks. In addition, if 

the runbook is provided by the developers, then the SysAdmins no longer are the bottleneck in 
developing runbook. 

 
Performing problem determination through automated runbooks is a low barrier, as these commands are 
“read-only” and typically don’t do any harm to systems. Over time, your team can become comfortable 
enough to code scripts to automate problem fixes without manual intervention. 
 
 
An increasingly common approach to risk management as it relates to change is the concept of Error budget.  
Error budget attempts to balance the desire to rapidly introduce new product features with the desire to 
maintain a high degree of availability to users by allowing a certain amount of minutes of service impact per 
week or month. As long as a person or team is below this threshold they are free to deploy new features into 
production as they please. If they are above the threshold they will need to wait until the next “budget cycle”. 
This is quite a powerful motivator to cut down on manual and repetitive tasks that could eat up unnecessary 
amounts of the error budget in case of service outages. As you can see, Runbook Automation is an effective 
way to optimized the error budget: Runbooks codify the individual steps to be executed, allowing an 
automated execution of these steps. Automating tasks through Runbook scripts can also show very effective 
in making savings form the error budget. Further, the execution of these runbooks could be triggered 
automatically, reducing the wait time until actions are initiated. 
 
As the developer is working specific functionality and around the time when tests are being written for a 
service may be a particularly good time for also addressing Runbooks. So rather than expecting Operations 
to develop the runbooks, the recommended strategy is that Developers provide relevant runbooks as part of 
the code delivery. Operations can further create additional runbooks or improve existing ones as part of a 
continued service improvement initiative. 
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When creating a runbook, it is necessary to include important information related to the error received. 
Creating a runbook template is an easy way to create a comprehensive guide that allows operators to easily 
troubleshoot an alert. It is highly recommended that all services use the runbook template given below; this 
ensures all information needed to troubleshoot a service is provided in a recognizable format. 
 

[Alert ID] Link to the unique alert identifier 

Alert Name A verbal, catchy description of the issue 

Purpose Describe the purpose and cause of the alert. 

Technical Details Describe the technical details of how the alert checks for the condition 
being alerted. Include code snippets, link to alert code, etc. 

User Impact Describe the implications of the problem in terms of impact to users, 
ongoing risks, and impact to the SLA/SLO/SLI’s. Include the severity 
and urgency of this problem 

Instructions to Fix Provide step-by-step instructions for fixing the problem. In priority 
order: 

1. How to restore the service to normal operations from an end-user 
perspective (include code). 

2. How to do root cause analysis. 

3. How to repair the service to a normal configuration, if needed. 

Notes and Special Considerations Include the contacts for escalation when applicable. 

 
 
It is highly recommended that the following practices be followed when creating Runbooks: 

• Runbooks are to be reviewed for technical accuracy a minimum of every 60 days. 

• A feedback loop must be implemented to capture pertinent updates to the runbook based on the root 
cause analysis. 

• Each unique Alert ID should have a separate runbook created for clarity purposes. 

• For general alerts, a troubleshooting decision tree should be included to reduce time to recovery. 

• Maximize automation for all mitigation, data collection, and recovery activities. 

• A link to the runbook addressing a specific issue should be provided in the alert generated by the 
monitoring system. 

 

Beyond Incident Management 

In addition to Incident Management, Runbook and Runbook Automation solutions can support additional use 
cases, for instance: 
 

- Configuration Management: to centralize the management and deployment of the configuration file. 
 

- Orchestration: Sometimes, an environment is defined by more than a single configuration alone.  
For example, an application deployment may require actions on the network, the security, the 
storage, and the server itself.  There may be different teams managing these components, and each 
team needs to approve the changes on their resources. Automation can orchestrate by defining a 
workflow and how the multiple configurations interact and ensure the disparate pieces can be 
managed as a whole. 
 

- Application Deployment: Deployment of your application across different environments such as 
development, test, staging, and production can be automated using the solutions. 
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An automation workflow can be defined to propagate the changes committed in the development 
environment to test, and to staging only if the test performed at the test environment is successfully 
executed. 
 

- Provisioning: Your organization might have the policy to deploy a development environment at a 
particular cloud provider, a test environment at another provider, and the production at yet another 
provider.  While the steps are similar, the details for each cloud provider might be different.  Modules 
can be created, or they may be already available for each of the cloud providers.  Automation utilizing 
these modules will allow you to define your automation policy in similar ways.  The modules will 
ensure that the required environment are provisioned correctly.  

 
 

- Security and Compliance: Security and Compliance can be included as part of the automation 
design, so it will be enforced as an integral part of the deployment and no longer an afterthought. 
 

- Automated patching: You can define automation to patch your environment from building a new 
Linux kernel to rolling upgrades across the availability zone. 

 
 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Describe the steps to be performed (for problem determination, problem resolution, 

or ongoing operations). 

Birthday cake : Codify these steps as part of a runbook automation framework. 

Wedding cake : Provide triggers and rules so that the runbooks are automatically executed as soon 

as the event is generated. 
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4.11 First Failure Data Capture 

In order to resolve a problem quickly, the First Responder and DevOps teams need rapid access to any 
information that helps diagnosing the incident. One way to do this is to provide runbooks that perform a 
snapshot of a system or component. These runbooks will be executed by the user, or automatically through 
the event management system. 
  
Another way to capture relevant data is to automatically collect the data as soon as the application detects an 
error. This is what we call First Failure Data Capture (FFDC). The FFDC feature instantly collects information 
about events and conditions that might lead up to a failure. The captured data in these files can be used to 
analyze a problem. Code will be instrumented to dump valuable information in a crash situation. Without 
instrumented binaries/libraries in many cases the amount of valuable information in the FFDC will be limited.  
This could range from configuration information, to runtime statistics to a function and stack trace. At a 
minimum, we recommend function entry/exits - though not at the lowest levels of all components - would be 
tracked, and parameters passed between functions. Identify which functions are being called the most but do 
usually not lead to failures, and eliminate the logging of those particular functions, to prevent the logs being 
filled with too much unnecessary content. 
 
When dumping this information to the filesystem, make sure to preserve the information generated by using 
filenames that would not cause it to be overwritten (using a timestamp and process id / unique id as part of 
the filename for example). Likewise, make sure that the information is stored to a persistent location and not 
to a volatile location such as a disposable container. 
 
 
Conditional verbosity with temporary log queues in memory 
 
When errors occur, the log should contain a lot of detail. Unfortunately, detail that led to an error is often 
unavailable once the error is encountered. Also, if you’ve followed advice about not logging too much, your 
log records prior to the error record may not provide adequate detail. A good way to solve this problem is to 
create temporary, in-memory log queues. Throughout processing of a transaction, append verbose details 
about each step to the queue. If the transaction completes successfully, discard the queue and log a 
summary. If an error is encountered, log the content of the entire queue and the error. This technique is 
especially useful for test logging of system interactions. (Source: Optimal Logging: 
https://testing.googleblog.com/2013/06/optimal-logging.html)   
 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Describe what information to gather as part of problem diagnose 

Birthday cake : Automatically collect the relevant information, and make accessible to First 

Responder & DevOps teams 

Wedding cake : Instrument code to collect trace information. Verbosity is performed in temporal log 

queues in memory and only written to persistent storage if needed. 

   
 
Further Reading 

• Optimal Logging: https://testing.googleblog.com/2013/06/optimal-logging.html  

• Log Queue in Memory: https://github.com/egymgmbh/log-queue  
 

  

https://testing.googleblog.com/2013/06/optimal-logging.html
https://testing.googleblog.com/2013/06/optimal-logging.html
https://github.com/egymgmbh/log-queue
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4.12 Documentation 

 
For a long time, documentation has been treated as a necessary evil and only a few developers truly cared 
about documentation. With the advent of agile methodologies, documentation sometimes is considered 
irrelevant. Documentation is an important part of every system, Agile or otherwise, but comprehensive 
documentation as such does not ensure project success. 
 
Agile values “working software” over “extensive documentation.” This leads to the common misconception 
that Agile does not believe in documentation. It is true that documentation in Agile does not always mean 
typing code descriptions or lengthy time-consuming information that may come in handy sometime in the 
future. However, Agile does not condone little or no documentation - Agile encourages the “right” 
documentation (see http://blog.scrumstudy.com/does-agile-mean-no-planning-and-no-documentation-2/ ). 
 
Consumers of documentation are not limited to the current and future developers of the system. 
Documentation can significantly contribute to the understandability of a system, directly affecting the ability to 
identify, triage and mitigate incidents in a rapid manner. With the right level of accurate information, the 
operations team can isolate areas quicker and perform targeted analysis and mitigation actions. Several key 
documentation artefacts can and should be consumed by the operations team to improve overall reliability 
and availability of the system. 
 
When documentation adds value to the customer – such as the operations team - it is accepted and worked 
on using the Agile methodology. 
 

Documentation types 

 
There can be a wide variety of documentation. Here are a few select documentation types we recommend 
creating and maintaining to improve understandability. Each of these documents provide value not only to 
Development, but also to Operations to improve Resiliency, Performance and Availability. They enable 
operations staff to understand how the various components relate and depend on each other, from a high-
level all the way to an implementation and operational level. 
  

Architecture Overview Diagram 

An Architecture Overview Diagram work product is a schematic diagram that represents the governing ideas 
and candidate building blocks of an IT system. It provides an overview of the main conceptual elements and 
relationships in an IT architecture, which frequently include candidate subsystems, components, nodes, 
connections, data stores, users and external systems. 
 
As communication is its main purpose, it is more important for the Architecture Overview Diagram to be 
simple, brief, clear, and understandable than comprehensive or accurate in all details. Consequently, the 
diagram uses an informal rich picture notation. It typically includes supporting text that explains the main 
concepts of the architecture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://blog.scrumstudy.com/does-agile-mean-no-planning-and-no-documentation-2/
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Example: 

 
ERP Architecture Diagram 
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The Architecture Overview Diagram provides the operations team a concise overview of the entire service 
architecture and its core component, important to understand the service end-to-end. It helps the team to 
define SLOs and measure the quality of the services provided to the endusers. 
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Operational Model 

The Operational Model defines and documents the distribution of an IT system’s components onto 
geographically distributed nodes, together with the connections necessary to support the required component 
interactions, in order to achieve the IT system’s functional and non-functional requirements within the 
constraints of technology, skills and budget. 
 
Example: 

  
 
 
The Operational Model depicts the physical implementation of the service across the network, geographies 
and availability zones. Especially for distributed and composite applications it helps the operations team to 
understand the topology to quickly isolate failure areas. 
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Pull Request 

Contributions to a source code repository that uses a distributed version control system are commonly made 
by means of a Pull Request. The contributor requests that the project maintainer pull the source code 
change, hence the name "pull request". The maintainer has to merge the pull request if the contribution 
should become part of the source base. The developer creates a pull request to notify maintainers of a new 
change; a comment thread is associated with each pull request. This allows for focused discussion of code 
changes. Submitted pull requests are visible to anyone with repository access. 
 
Example: 

  
 
A pull request describes the purpose of the changes and ideally also what has changed. This information 
helps the operations team to decide whether a given change was the cause for outage, and whether a 
mitigation strategy of roll-back should be considered. 
 

Tips for Documentation 

Here are a few tips to provide the right amount of documentation: 

• Avoid information overload 

• Keep information current (nothing is worse than outdated information) 

• A small amount of accurate information is better than a comprehensive list of documentation that 
bears the risk to be outdated. 

• Use visual aid you can reuse 

• Ideally the documentation is auto-generated (for instance logical data model, topology) 

• Use Past Incidents 

• Let students apply knowledge ASAP 

• Minimum viable documentation 

• Update docs with code 

• Delete dead documentation 

• Prefer the good over the perfect 
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• Documentation is the story of your code 

• Implementation state determines document repository 

• Duplication is evil 

Leveraging documentation in Operations 

 
Rather than depending on tribal knowledge passed on to new members informally, documentation provides a 
way that the information is available, assured to be updated, and continuously improved based on new 
learnings. Documentation not only captured the intended behavior from design and development stages, it is 
further enriched by operational insights and new learnings coming from operating this application. This is a 
means to organizationally capture the knowledge, makes it accessible and searchable, and enables an 
Operations / SRE team to scale. Specifically, the above artefacts can be used in a variety of aspects: 

Preparation and Planning 

Prepares the operations team for the release by providing an understanding on what is new and what will be 
changed. This may lead to the need for improving the management system (improving observability and 
dashboards, updating runbooks, etc.). 
 
Artefacts like a component model can assist to validate that all components are properly monitored as well as 
the interaction between components (circuit breaker, rate limiting, etc.). 
 
It also helps to articulate and negotiate the quality requirements, expressed through Service Level Objectives 
(SLOs) and/or Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Especially for composite applications, it also helps to 
identify the dependent services and enables the team to identify and negotiate derived SLO requirements. 
Detailed information helps to define the underlying Service Level Indicators (SLI) that need to be measured in 
order to calculate the SLOs. 
 
Documentation could also be used to perform a mental exercise what may break the system. This helps to 
identify areas for improvement, which could be operational (adding additional monitors), or development-
oriented (developing mitigation strategies such as circuit breaker, sharding or rate limiting. 

Incident Response 

Managing incidents is typically an intense and stressful task, especially with time pressure to restore the 
service as quick as possible. Having necessary information at hand is a mandatory prerequisite in performing 
this job in high quality and with little additional risk and exposure. On-call engineers need rapid on-boarding 
to the incident at hand, and provisioning them with the right & relevant information (at 2am in the morning) 
can significantly improve the onboarding under pressure. 
 
During an active incident, accurate information expedites the response to the incident. An architecture 
overview describes the service end-to-end and can be used as a tool to isolate fault areas and potential 
causes for the incident. Leveraging metrics like the Golden Signals, traces or logs for the affected 
components helps to gather more insights on the incident. 
 
Especially the understanding of the dependencies helps formulating a hypothesis of causes that resulted in 
the symptom (the incident). The SRE leverages artefacts like architecture overview or operational model to 
plan the experiments to prove or disprove this hypothesis.  
 
Another source of information are recent deployment activities. By understanding the content of a release – 
expressed in pull requests – can contribute additional insights and help to plan the mitigation strategy such as 
a rollback. 
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On-Call Training 

These documents can further play an important role when developing training for on-call staff: 
 
Documents like the Architect Overview or the Operational Model give a summary of the system, what it does, 
what depends on it, what the technology stack is, etc. New members of the team can be trained based on 
this collateral in a formal education program. 
 
The information can be used to identify failure points, such as a failing component, a broken or slow link, or a 
saturated connection. As a mental exercise, it guides on-call engineers to see if these failure points are 
covered through observability means. It can act as a repository to brainstorm what could happen and how to 
handle such scenarios. 
 
Past incidents can be leveraged to describe failure scenarios. The effect of a failure scenario can be 
presented (i.e. an alert, or a snapshot of a dashboard), and show how the necessary tools (such as 
runbooks) are used to isolate, contain, and mitigate the failure. 
 
They can become the source for "Wheel of misfortune" exercises: A dashboard or alert from a previous 
incident is presented to the student. With the collateral available, an interactive session let the student debug 
and ask questions. Such an interactive “wargame” exercise is a recommended approach to get on-call 
engineers prepared in a protected environment and become ready to perform their tasks. 
 
 

Maturity – three steps to get you there: 

Cupcake : Create & Maintain key artefacts throughout development cycle. Make the 

documentation available to the Operations team. 

Birthday cake : Leverage the artefacts to develop and continuously improve manageability (improve 

observability, define SLI / SLO). Perform mental exercise of potential failure points. 

Wedding cake : Leverage the artefacts to develop an on-call training program. 

   
 
Further Reading 

• Write the docs: https://www.writethedocs.org  

• SRE Documents Matter – How documentation enables SRE teams to manage new and existing services: 
https://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=3283589  

• What I Wish I Knew before Going On-call, Chie Shu, Dorothy Jung, and Wenting Wang, Yelp:  
https://www.usenix.org/conference/srecon19americas/presentation/shu  

• Documentation Best Practices:  
https://chromium.googlesource.com/chromium/src/+/master/docs/documentation_best_practices.md   

• Core Practices for Agile/Lean Documentation:  
http://www.agilemodeling.com/essays/agileDocumentationBestPractices.htm   

• Software Documentation Types and Best Practices: https://blog.prototypr.io/software-documentation-
types-and-best-practices-1726ca595c7f  

• Why documentation is important https://www.writethedocs.org/guide/writing/beginners-guide-to-
docs/#why-write-docs  

• Agile does not mean no documentation: http://blog.scrumstudy.com/does-agile-mean-no-planning-and-
no-documentation-2/  

 
 

https://www.writethedocs.org/
https://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=3283589
https://www.usenix.org/conference/srecon19americas/presentation/shu
https://chromium.googlesource.com/chromium/src/+/master/docs/documentation_best_practices.md
http://www.agilemodeling.com/essays/agileDocumentationBestPractices.htm
https://www.writethedocs.org/guide/writing/beginners-guide-to-docs/#why-write-docs
https://www.writethedocs.org/guide/writing/beginners-guide-to-docs/#why-write-docs
http://blog.scrumstudy.com/does-agile-mean-no-planning-and-no-documentation-2/
http://blog.scrumstudy.com/does-agile-mean-no-planning-and-no-documentation-2/
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5. Benefits and Proof Points 
This Build to Manage approach has a number of benefits for the organization. First of all it supports a 
smooth transition of applications into operations, making sure that the operational aspects are understood. As 
such, the approach brings the Development teams and the Operations team closer together. They have a 
mutual interest in assuring the availability, performance, security aspects are met when running in production. 
 

5.1 Proof Points 

We have seen good results from the Build to Manage practices described earlier, in traditional environments 
as well as in Cloud environments: 
 
At a large financial institution in Europe, we have implemented the HealthCheck practice, in combination with 
the Runbook practice. This was motivated as the central operations team could not cope with the amount of 
new applications being introduced and the need for developing production-level monitoring and operational 
tasks. The Operations team became a bottleneck to the velocity of the firm. With the help of IBM, the team 
created a standardized approach to query the availability and health of a given application, while the 
implementation of this interface was performed by the development team of the application. At the same time, 
the development team provided runbooks for the most basic operational tasks: start, stop, restart. This 
approach allowed a rapid onboarding of new applications or updates to existing applications. 
 
In Bluemix, IBM defined the framework and technical requirements for service availability monitoring for the 
purpose of consistent reporting across the hundreds of services served up through Bluemix. It became 
challenging to answer a simple question of was a service usable as these services use different protocols 
and runtimes, are consumed within and outside of Bluemix and within containers and VMs, and from a variety 
of geographic locations. The team built a consistent way to report on if the service is consumable and 
enforced its use amongst any service hosted on Bluemix. 
 
Within CASE Cloud Service Management and Operations workstream, the solution engineering team created 
a small topology database. This database maintains information about the dependency amongst micro-
services, their hosted environment, as well as non-technical information like SLA and tenant information. The 
information is leveraged when performing topology-based event correlation as well as defining the alerting 
policy. 

5.2 Getting Started 

The proposed nine practices give a framework for the Build To Manage approach. Where to start depends on 
the maturity of the organization, as well as the technical foundation. 
 
Here are some recommendations where to start 
 
A mature client with most of the infrastructure residing in the traditional IT infrastructure may start with these 
practices 

- Runbooks 
- Log Format and Catalog 
- Event Format and Catalog 
-  

An emerging client that based its infrastructure on Cloud Foundry / Bluemix may start with these practices 
- HealthCheck API 
- Log Format and Catalog 
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- Test Cases and Scripts 
 

An enterprise that aggressively adopts the micro-services architecture pattern should start with these 
practices 

- HealthCheck API 
- Distributed Tracing 
- Topology Information 
- Deployment Correlation 

5.3 Critical Success Factors 

In order to assure that the Build To Manage approach reveals business value, these critical success factors 
need to be considered 

• Prioritization based on business need. The BTM approach consists of 9 practices, but not every 
practice is evenly important. Depending on existing pain-points and bottlenecks, identify those 
practices that show the biggest value.  

• Start with the implementation of a minimum viable product (the “cup-cake” step) for the identified 
practices, and reiterate quickly.  

• A decision on breadth vs. depth needs to follow: will the inclusion of a new practice or the 
refinement of an existing practice provide more business value? 

• Strong management support enforcing the need for operational excellence spanning development 
and operations teams.  

• Implementation of Feedback loops to fine-tune the BTM practices based on user feedback and 
business priorities 

• Identification of Sponsor Teams that pilot the approach. Carefully pick the right teams that have 
wide recognition in the firm, acting as role models to influence the change. 
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6.3 For more Information 

To request a private briefing, email averdunk@de.ibm.com. 
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To learn more about IBM’s work with Cloud, please contact your IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, 
or visit the following websites: https://www.ibm.com/devops/method and 
https://developer.ibm.com/architecture/ 
 
We welcome your comments on this article. Please send them to averdunk@de.ibm.com. 
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